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STORM UPDATE

FEMA:
Calloway
eligible for
disaster aid

Wednesday, February 4, 2009

Dealing with Disaster

Beshear
praises
spirit of
residents
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
Kentucky Gov. Steve Besherg;
visited Murray Tuesday anZi
spent about an hour touring via....
ious locations related to the
recent ice storm.
Beshear's message was one of
hope and of thanks. He asked
for continuing patience during
the recovery efforts and commended those involved in help-:
ing to bring the community.
back to normal. He thanked nof
only the volunteers but also the
victims of the storm for being
patient and for their strong community spirit.
"I'm most proud of the spirit

•See Page 3A
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death
reported in county

Storm-related

Talking with
County Residents

HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
A Murray man became one of
a tragic string of storm-related
deaths across the state on
Monday when he died of complications reported to be in
connection with hypothermia.
Calloway County Deputy
Coroner Ricky Garland said
that Raymond Hensley,70, was
pronounced dead Monday after
being in the hospital for five
days. He said the official cause
of death was cardiopulmonary
arrest due to chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. He
said the condition was exacer-

Above, Kentucky Gov.
Steve Beshear addresses
local residents in the dining
room of the Weaks Center
Tuesday. Beshear made a
stop at the center, which is
being used as a Red Cross
emergency shelter, along
with radio station WKMS on
campus at Murray State.
Right, Beshear visits with
community members staying at the shelter.
KYSER LOUGH

By The Associated Press
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Wednesday.. Mostly
sunny. Highs in the mid 20s.
Wednesday night...Mostly
clear. Lows around 10.
Thursday...Mostly sunny.
Highs in the lower 40s.
Thursday night...Mostly.
clear. Lows in the lower 30s.
sunny.
Friday...Mostly
Highs in the upper 50s.
night...Partly
Friday
cloudy. Lows in the lower
40s.
Saturday...Mostly cloudy.
A 20 percent chance of
showers. Highs in the upper
50s.
Saturday night...Mostly
cloudy. A 20 percent chance
of showers. Lows in the mid
40s.
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Red Cross breakfast
to benefit 'Heroes'
•Proceeds go
to disaster relief,
preparedness
Special to the Ledger
Cupid, hearts and boxes of
chocolate are the usual signs of
Valentine's Day. But this year,
consider pancakes to be 'a perk
of the sweet holiday.
The Calloway County chapter
of the American Red Cross and
Culver's will host a pancake
breakfast from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m.
Saturday. Feb. 14, at the restaurant on North 12th Street. All
proceeds will benefit the Red
Cross' "Heroes- campaign,
which raises money for disaster
relief and preparedness in
Calloway County.

Tickets for the -Love Your
Heroes- breakfast are $5 and
will be available at the door.
Additional tax-deductible donations also will be accepted.
Red Cross volunteers and
board members also will have
tickets available before the
event that can be paid for at the
breakfast. Some of these tickets
will be designated to benefit
particular "Heroes" team as part
of a friendly competition among
businesses, churches and civic
groups helping the chapter with
its annual fund-raising campaign.
Each team is making donations and hosting fund-raisers to
contribute to the campaign.
which continues through March

III See Page 2A

Photo Provided
Pictured above, from left, Calloway County Red Cross Executive Director Jennifer Wilson,
Culver's owner Kns Foster and "Heroes" Campaign Chairman Greg Delancey discuss details
for the "Love Your Heroes" pancake breakfast on Valentine's Day. Culver's will host the event
and proceeds will benefit the local American Red Cross chapter.
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Governor visits Murray

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Calloway and 92 other
Kentucky counties are eligible
for federal disaster aid under a
new emergency declaration
approved this week.
According to a news release
from the Federal Emergency
Management Agency Tuesday,
local governments in an additional 32 Kentucky counties are
now eligible; many of which are
located in central and northcentral part of the state.
"Together, FEMA and the
Commonwealth of Kentucky
are working aggressively to
restore vital life and safety services as quickly as possible,"
said
FEMA
Regional
Administrator Phil May. "It is
our continuing commitment to
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Jennifer Wilson said.
Specifically. $1,000 can pro10. Although every penny
vide 571 comfort kits stocked
counts and is appreciated, the
with toiletries for disaster vicgoal is for teams to reach the
tims; 198 blankets or 37 cots for
Gold Hero Level by raising
$1,000 for the local Red Cross. shelters; groceries for up to 20
That amount is significant and victims; shoes and clothing for
can do many things for the a four-person family who lost
chapter's response to disaster its home: roof repairs for two
and preparedness plans.
storm-damaged homes; 11,750
"Heroes" raises money and disaster preparedness brochures
awareness for the local chapter for community residents; three
of the Red Cross, which offers nights in a hotel for six families
health and safety training,
of four who lost their homes; 22
including swim lessons and
scholarships for individuals
CPR training., responds to local
unable to afford swimming lesdisasters, including residential
sons;
or 20 scholarships for
fires; trains volunteers in various aspects of emergency people unable to afford CPR
response; helps with communi- and first aid training, according
cations to military personnel: to information from the Red
and maintains emergency shel- Cross.
ters for the community.
"All of this is possible
"This Heroes campaign is because of Heroes throughout
about groups and businesses the community giving to our
coming together to think of and annual campaign," Wilson said.
then act on creative ways of
"None of these needs will be
raising money for the local Red
met if we don't have your help."
Cross," Calloway County Red
For more information and
Cross Executive
Director
tickets, contact American Red
Cross Executive Director
Jennifer Wilson at 753-1421.
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AERIAL WORK: This unidentified repair man works on a utility line high above the ground while strapped to a makeshift seat
attached to a helicopter Sunday, Feb. 1. Joetta Kelly, of Murray, took the photograph at approximately 1:30 p.m. on Kentucky
80 East, between U.S. 641 North and Van Cleve Road. The man is most likely working on power lines in connection with the
devastating ice storm that hit the region last week.

Couple rescued after 4 days

SERVING MURRAY
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API — For
parts of four days, Brian Murphy
and his wife were trapped in their
western Kentucky trailer after the
icy winter storm hit.
Downed trees blocked the road
leading to their property in
Caldwell County. They had no
power or phone service and their
food and water supplies were dwindling. Rescue workers with chain
saws last week cut their way
through to the couple.

II Governor
From Front
of our people," Beshear said.
Beshear began his visit with a
trip to radio station WKMS,on
the eighth floor of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts building on
campus at Murray State
University. There, he gave a
brief interview along with MSU
President Randy Dunn, and
thanked the many volunteers

•••

that helped staff the radio station during the power outages.
He commended the efforts of
radio station staff and volunteers in keeping on the airwaves
and being able to broadcast
important information.
"I've never been more proud
to be a Kentuckian in my life,"
Beshear said during his radio
address."A lot of the heroes are

Ca;pet World USA is o ering.„

DISASTER
RELIEF PRICING

right here in the radio station ... to help those not on food
I just want to say thank you stamps.
Beshear had Phil May of
from the bottom of my heart."
From there, Beshear traveled FEMA with him, and May
to the Weaks Center where he addressed the home repairs convisited the Red Cross mass care cern. Homeowners may be able
disaster shelter operation. He to get assistance for home
greeted local residents who are repairs, but the current state of
still staying in the shelter, as emergency only provides reimwell as visiting city and county bursement for local government
officials.
and relief efforts.
In an address in the cafeteria,
"The next step will be to deterBeshear expressed his concern mine further'assistance and
for the coming days of restora- we'll get information out about
tion, but assured residents that that," Beshear said.
he was doing all he could to get
A question on whether or not
things back to normal.
missed school days would be
"We sure have a lot of people excused was raised. Currently,
out (of power), I know that's Calloway County has eight days
still out in the county, we're to make up and Murray
working as hard as we can," he Independent has five. Beshear
said. "This storm really dam- said he would be working with
aged the power grid down here, state officials to determine
l's amazing how strong mother whether or not days will be
nature is sometimes."
excused, and cited the wideBeshear fielded a few ques- spread damage as a possible reai ions from the crowd after his son to push the excusing of
address. Two of the questions days.
dealt with whether or not home"Some 93 counties out of 120
owners will get financial assis- counties are in states of emertance for home damage and gency right now ... so we're
food lost. Beshear said that peo- going to work with the school
ple on food stamps will be able superintendents and the state
to get some relief for food they board of education and figure
have lost, and he is encouraging out what to do about those
people to donate to food banks days," he said.

•Death ...
from carbon monoxide poisoning caused by improperly ventihated by hypothermia.
lated propane and kerosene
Garland said Hensley's sister heaters. Hensley is one of five
was checking on him in his Kentucky residents confirmed
home on Wednesday when she to have died from hypothermia.
found him unresponsive. He the AP added.
was transported to MurrayAfter Gov, Steve Beshear
Calloway County Hospital, called in Army National Guard
where he was resuscitated and troops, the guardsmen have
connected to a ventilator in the been helping law enforcement
coronary care unit.
conduct welfare checks to areas
According to the Associated still without power to help in
Press. 25 deaths have been preventing similar deaths.
attributed to the effects of last
A total of 56 deaths have been
week's ice storm as of Tuesday. blamed on the storm across sevSome of the deaths were in traf- eral state from the Ozarks to the
fic accidents and others were Appalachian,. the AP reported

From Front

Bogus S100 bill
watch issued

Boil Water Advisories
lifted immediately

Report
Calloway County Clerk Ray
Coursey Jr. is alerting residents
and businesses to be on the look
out for bogus $100 bills.
"The fake bill was most likely
passed to the clerk's office on
Monday, Feb. 2, or on Monday.
Jan. 26." Coursey said in a news
release."The identity of the person who gave us the bill is
unknown."
The bill was surrendered to
Regions Bank's downtown
branch and federal authorities
were notified. Coursey is urging
everyone to use caution when
receiving $100 bills.
Anyone suspecting they may
he in possession of a counterfeit
hill is asked to contact the
Murray Police Department at
753-1621, or the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department at
753-3151.

According to a press release
trom Murray Mayor Thomas
Rushing, the City of Murray
received confirmation Tuesday.
Feb. 3, 2009,from the Kentucky
Department for Environmental
Protection that the Boil Water
Advisories for the following
water districts may be lifted
effective immediately:
- Murray Water District #2
- Murray Water District #1
- Dexter-Almo Water District,
- Murray Water District (('41
South).
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200-watt transmitter lets WKWIS
provide community with storm info
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By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
When most means of communications lay dormant after the
devastating ice storm, Calloway
County residents still had somewhere to turn for up-to-date
information.
Thanks to a 200-watt transmitter sitting atop the Fine Arts
building on campus at Murray
State University, radio station
WKMS was able to stay on the
air and broadcast to listeners in
Calloway County and north
Henry County, Tenn.
"Our main transmitter, which
is located in the (Land Between
the Lakes), went down Tuesday
morning," said WKMS Program
Director Mark Welch."We have
a transmitter in town and immediately turned it on. Our translator in Paris, Tenn. was able to
receive the signal and began
rebroadcasting."
WKMS usually broadcasts to
27 counties, but in this case had
to circle the wagons and focus
on Murray and Paris. With
backup power running the transmitter and equipment, along
with a few phone lines and cell
phones working to take incoming calls, the radio station was
able to stay functioning.
Listeners on battery-operated
or car radios were able to tune in
for frequent updates on electrical restoration, water status and
many other topics of interest
relating to the ice storm. Welch
said they had provided crank
radios to many of the station's
contributing members in the
past. The radios are powered by
turning a crank handle that
charges a small rechargable bat-

tery. Many oi those members
ended up using the crank radios
to tune in when the power went
out.
"It's funny how things come
around full circle:' he said.
Some of the information gathered by WKMS came from people phoning in, but mainly came
direct from the source. Kate
Lochte,
WKMS
Station
Manager. is the public information officer for the Emergency
Operation Center and constantly
fed up-to-the-minute information to WKMS to be disseminated over the airwaves.
"She's been our lifeline."
Welch said.
The direct information helped
WKMS provide a check on
many rumors that were floating
around the community during
the power outage.
"With Kate (at the EOC)
there, she has been able to speak
directly to the people in charge,"
Welch said. "For instance, the
rumor that one of the TVA towers fell over and the lines were
in the lake ... it was being
reported like that was the issue
and it was never the issue."
Welch said they made sure to
validate any information that
came into the station and would
sometimes hang on to information until a second source could
verify the accuracy.
Murray State University president Randy Dunn and other visitors made multiple appearances
at the station to deliver information, despite having to skip the
elevator ride to the eighth floor
of the Fine Arts building and
climb the stairs.
The station relied heavily on

its base of staff and volunteers
to help run the equipment and
answer the phones. Welch and
Lochte both said they were
extremely grateful for the help
provided by volunteers and staff
during the disaster. Welch said
there have been as many as 20
people working in the station.
The large staff helped field the
consant flow of phone calls
coming in, which peaked at 5060 an hour. according to Welch.
In addition to providing constant updates to the community
over the airwaves. WKMS also
provided updates on their Web
site. Graduate student Matt
Markgraf maintained the Web
site and ensured the latest information was added.
Now that power has been
restored to the main transmitter,
through a generator hauled out
to the location. WKMS is back
up to its full broadcast capacity
and reaching all 27 counties
again. Welch said he started
hearing more reports from the
surrounding area, including
phone calls from listeners.
"We heard from a guy who
hasn't seen or talked to anyone
in days. He called in to see what
was going on,- Welch said.
Currently, a top priority for
Welch is to prepare for the possibilty of a situation like this
happening again. He said he
wants to get a permanent generator out at the main transmitter
site and hopes that next time the
power goes out they can remain
on the air in full capacity.
Both Welch and Lochte
expressed their thanks to the
community of listeners for supporting the station during the
outage. Lochte said a lot of peoPower co-ops sustain $51M in damages ple brought up food, and more
LOUISVILLE. Ky. tAP) — damage estimate includes just 15 called in to thank them for stayElectric cooperatives in the state of Kentucky's 24 distribution ing on the air.
"We've gained a new apprecihave sustained at least $51 million cooperatives.
in damages from ice storms that
Association spokesman Dennis ation for our audience,- Welch
caused massive outages.A report Cannon says the hardest-hit areas said. "We feel more connected
from the state's Association of are in far western Kentucky along to them than we have in a long
time."
Electric Cooperatives says that the Ohio River.
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II Aid...
From Front
help Kentucky through this
emergency.The declaration makes federal
dollars available to state and eligible local governments and certain
pnvate nonprofit organizations on a
cost-sharing basis. The allocation is
intended to save lives and to protect
property while preserving public
health and safety. averting the
threat of a catastrophe in the designated areas. FEMA is authorized to
ploy ide emergency protect i ve
measures at 75 percent federal
funding.
Meanwhile,
thousands
of
Calloway residents living outside
Murray city limits wait in darkness
and cold for lights and heat. West
Kentucky Rural Electnc officials
said in a news release Tuesday that
linemen are working around the
clock as fast as they can to provide
electric power.
According to company officials.
power has been restored to all the
utility's eleven substations and
workmen are restoring individual
circuits as substations are energized: however services to isolated
individuals will not take place until
major circuits are clear. Work crews
numbenng around 3(10 from surrounding states are working 16hour shifts assisting in an effort to
clear debris and restore power as
quickly and safely as possible.
More crews joined WKRECC
Tuesday to continue rebuilding the
system. Power has now reportedly
been restored to approximately
14,500 of 38,500 customers regionally.
However restoration is going to
be a "very lengthy and tedious
process,- officials said. State
Disaster and Emergency Services
estimates a 4 to 8 week recovery
period before all services are
restored while WKRECC estimates
2-4 weeks with electricity to some
customers taking place each day.
According to a news release this
morning, about 5,4(() WKRECC
customers in Calloway County now
have power - about 45 percent.
Power to about 80. 70, and 75 percent of customers living in Carlisle.
Graves and Marshall counties has

been restored.
Although power has been
restored to homes along Radio
Road, some areas of Dexter, Almo
and Hardin reportedly remain in the
dark WKRECC reports more than
650 three-phase utility poles have
been damaged. A total of about
2,(X10 poles have either been broken
or damaged. About 3,000 to 5,000
individual services are in need of
some form of repair. Future weather
problems could hinder repair
efforts.
"All members should plan for
lengthy outages. even in areas
where it appears service is near,said.
WKRECC
officials
"Individual service repairs are days
or weeks away. We appreciate the
patience of all our members and we
assure them that we will have all
possible resources at work restoring
service to everyone.According to the latest information available from Murray
Calloway County and state emergency management officials, about
60 Kentucky National Guard troops
previously assigned to Murray have
been moved to Graves County with
25 remaining in Calloway. Extra
vehicles brought in to help remain
at the Murray Armory and are being
deployed from that point.
National Guard. Kentucky State
Police. Fish and Wildlife, county
and city law enforcement officers
continue to sweep areas at night and
to check residences during the day
to ensure the welfare of families.
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department and assisting agencies
are focusing law enforcement protection in areas where power is still
out. Some theft incidents have been
reported and residents are asked to
secure their property.
Meanwhile the county's only
shelter
providing
remaining
overnight services is located at the
George Weaks Community Center
on Poplar Street. The center is now
served by a doctor and an EMT.
Teams of nurses and other personnel are reportedly coming into
Kentucky from other states.
Also, Need Line on South Fourth
Street has taken over food and
water distribution. Need Line
reports providing services to 77
families Tuesday. The agency is
also helping with blankets and some

payment of utility hills
Glendale Church iit (*hi Ht.
Coldwater Methodist and other
churches in the area are also offering free food and water. Glendale
Road Church of Chnst's meal for
2000 is scheduled for Wednesday
from 3 to 6 p.m on a first-comefirst-served basis for Calloway
County residents without electricity.
Elsewhere Calloway County
Family Resource Center is also
helping to coordinate donated food
distribution while acting as a center
for volunteers interested in helping
people with repairs. The center is
also helping sonic children who
need showers on a one-on-one basis
and is starting to help people who
are unable to handle repairs to their
meter bases in order to get power
service back.
For more information, call 12701
762-7333.
Also, officials at the Calloway
County food stamp program office
report they have been swamped
with applicants. A deadline has
beets set for Friday. February 6 for
submitting disaster-related reimbursement requests.
Meanwhile. Murray-Callow-ay
County Emergency Operations
Center reports that operations have.
ended at MSU's Public Safety and
Emergency Management center on
campus and all emergency calls are::
now returned to Calloway County
Sheriff's Department and Murray ;
Police Department. All calls for
help should be directed to the
appropriate agency by calling 911
emergency or 753-1621 and 7533151 for non-emergencies.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue, .
Calloway County DES Rescue
Squad and most other emergency
response agencies are back to normal operations, but continue with
some stress on manpower due to...
overwork situations during the past
week, officials said. Dispatch serv ices and agency offices will reportedly take over responsibilities.
County tax payers are also notified that Calloway County Sheriff's
Department has extended the deadline for tax payment without penalty until Tuesday. Feb. 10. The Hazel.
City Council has extended the tax
bill deadline until Thursday. Feb. 12.
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If you're insured with Kentucky Farm Bureau, and suffered damage in the recent
winter storm, you can count on a quick response and great service. To report a
claim, simply contact your local Farm Bureau office or call our toil-free Hotline at
1-866-KFB-CLAIM 11-866-532-2524)
Farm Bureau Insurance is committed to providing the support and assistance
you and your family need to recover from storm related damage quickly, and
with as little hassle as possible. The entire Kentucky Farm Bureau team is
working diligently to assist our members with their recovery and rebuilding
efforts. For additional information, please call your local Farm Bureau office.

In the wake of the ice storm, The Murray Bank would like to express thank,
to all of our customers for their patience and understanding during our
recent community crisis. The Murray Bank is pleased to say that we have
weathered the storm with you and are now back to normal; operating at
full capacity. So feel free to use our ATMs, your debit card and conduct
all your online banking transactions—we're up and running. If you have
questions, please call us or use our z4 hour automated information line,
753-8558, to check on your accounts. As always, at The Murray Bank
we're not only here for you but because of you. For that, we give thanks!

We know that our rapid response in your litre of need is the best was to prove our
dedication. and the value of your Kentucky Farm Bureau membership. Kentucky
Farm Bureau Insurance. Were not lust big: were big on commitment.
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20 years of 'Main
Street' celebrated
Two things in my life Ise
never regretted: Marrying my
husband. Roy Davis, and moving to Murray. As I celebrate
my
twenty-first
wedding
anniversary in March and my
20th year of writing "Main
Street" as of February 2, I
have nothing but praise for my
partner and my new Kentucky
home.
Over the years. readers have
been amused and sometimes
surprised about the parallels
between Murray and my home
town. Metuchen, NJ. Though
separated by a thousand miles.
the two communities share
many similarities. There is not
enough space to itemize specific likenesses, but suffice it
to say that both are small towns
with great big hearts.
From the start, I knew Murray was a special place. One
of my earliest realizations of
that fact occurred in Owens
Market. On my first local grocery shopping expedition, I was
paying the cashier when a young
man picked up my bags and
started walking out the door.
A New Jersey girl born and
bred, I grabbed his arm and
stopped him.
"Where do you think you're
going?" I asked.
"Well. ma'am," he drawled.
fixin' to take your bags
to your vehicle. Just show me
where you're parked."
I couldn't believe it. I'd heard
rumors of service-with-a-smile,
but I'd never witnessed such
civility first hand. "Welcome
to Kentucky," I said to myself.
certain I was going to like living here.
Having a local newspaper
is another one of the blessings of life in Murray and Calloway County. In an era when
newspaper readership is dwindling, the Murray Ledger &
Times continues to provide
information about the city, county and region, news that is not
covered anywhere else.
A university town. Murray
offers boundless opportunities
for learning and enrichment.
World-class speakers come to
campus for the benefit of students and community. Free films
are screened almost every week
through the Cinema International series. Besides a regional museum,the University offers
art galleries, sports events,
musical performances from rap
to jazz, opera and classical.
The campus, with ivy clad
buildings and classical architecture, is aesthetically pleasing. right down to lovely flowers and well-kept plantings in
every season.
Of all the blessings Murray
can boast of, the one that has
daily impact on my life is our

public radio
station,
WKMS-FM.
I am an avid
listener to
news, talk
and music of
all types, but
recently
I
developed a
deeper
appreciation Main Street
for WKMS. By Constance
Last
Alexander
week, when Ledger & Times
Columnist
the region
was crippled
by an ice
storm and thousands of people were without heat, lights,
phone, water or access to relief.
WKMS went into high gear.
From 6:30 a.m. last Wednesday morning. up to I a.m. February 2, WKMS pitched in to
make sure essential information was getting out to the
public. At first working on
emergency power, broadcasts
only reached the immediate
area. Once the transmitter was
up, the station generated hours
of vital information to the
region, as well as to the world.
though online audio streaming.
By coordinating with the
Emergency Operations Center
in MSC's brand new Public
Safety and Emergency Management facility, WKMS distributed crucial information
about warming centers, availability of food and water, and
progress being made - or not
- to restore power to the thousands who suffered without it.
Nearly a week later, the
region is reeling from the effects
of the storm. Many rural communities are still awaiting relief.
and WKMS continues to broadcast in a responsible and thorough manner about the storm
and its aftermath on a barebones budget.
Since February 2, 1989, I
have written one-thousand-forty
Main Street essays, more than
three-quarters of a million
words. Readers have been generous with their praise and precise in their criticism. It is an
honor to be a columnist for
the Murray Ledger & Times,
and a privilege to write about
the many things that make this
a great place to live, including our Public Radio station,
WKMS-FM.
Here's to a terrific community and another twenty years
of Main Street.
For more about ice storm
coverage,
log
On
to
www.wluns.org.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgercom. Contact the columnist directly at
constancealesander@newwave
comm.net.
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Bolin family sings'Home Song'
This column is titled "Home for the "Away" part of this
and Away" for a reason. I column, I have a symposium
had hoped to write about what in March in Lexington. a trip
it is like to live in the small with other university folk to
town of Murray. Kentucky. but China in June. and another
I also wanted to write about research trip to Oxford early
excursions that my family and in 2010. I mention these trips
I might make to other locales. with an attitude of anticipaI have written, for example tion, to be sure, but I also
about a fishing trip in Arkansas. think about them with a twinge
a research trip to Oxford. Eng- of regret because many of the
land. a vacation trip to Des- trips require that I go without
tin. Florida. a sports missions my family, so as not to distrip to the Philippines, and var- rupt their important activities.
ious Kentucky trips—for conIf I had my druthers I
ferences and research—to would never go anywhere withBowling Green, Louisville, and out Evelyn. Wesley. and CamLexington.
mie Jo. but this is not always
I have written about trips possible. Even with exciting
to various college campuses, trips on the horizon. I tend to
attempting to describe their agree with the poet Henry
beauty and history. I have Wadsworth Longfellow in his
written about a trip to the Bolin "Home Song."
homeplace, an old log cabin
Read the poem you Murin Hickman County.
rayans, you Calloway ConnSeveral trips, close and far. tians. and tell me if you agree.
big and small, are scheduled
Stay, stay at home, my heart,
for the next year. Among my and rest;
travels of which I will write
Home-keeping hearts are

happiest.
For those
that wander
know
they
not where
Are full
trouble and
full of care;
To stay at
home is best.

A hawk is hover
sky;
To stay at home is best.
I know these lines to be
true. I am not well traveled
and there is a reason for that.
because I tend to agree with
the poet. I know that the
homes of people in Murray
and Calloway County have not
Home and
been that comfortable of late.
Away
Weary and
and that folks in neighboring
By James
homesick and
counties continue to suffer even
Duane Bolin
distressed,
more from the effects of the
Ledger & Times
ice storm. For some it has
TheY wanColumnist
der east, they
not been possible to stay at
wander west,
home. Others have suffered
And are baffled and beaten at home. But even with the
and blown about
disruption of home life and
By the winds of the wilder- even in the anticipation of travness of doubt;
els near and far from Murray.
To stay at home is best.
I do believe that "to stay at
home is best."
Then stay at home, my heart,
Duane Bolin teaches in the
and rest;
Department of History at MurThe bird is safest in its ray State University. Contact
next;
him at duane.bolin@murO'er all that flutter their raystate.edu
wings and fly

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do
not necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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Obituaries
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M. Puckett, 76, Radio Road, Dexter, died Tuesday, Feb. 3,
2009, at his home. He was born Jan. 29, 1933. Imes-Miller Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be
made to www.imesmiller.com.
James

Raymond Hensley
Raymond Hensley, 70, Murray, died Monday. Feb. 2, 2009, at
12:26 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

George Wilburn Dowdy
George Wilburn Dowdy. 77, Farmington. died Tuesday. Feb. 3.
2009 at 6:45 p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
Byrn Funeral Home of Mayfield is in charge of arrangements.

Rodney Terrell Beasley
isodney Terrell Beasley. 42, Murray. formerly of Mayfield, died
"fuesday, Jan. 27. 2009. at 7:19 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was employed at Lowes in Murray and was a member
of Fairview Baptist Church. Preceding him in death were one son.
Jory Wiggins, and his grandparents. Sovera Morris, Carrie Beasley.
Charlie Morris, James S. Powell and Sam Beasley.
Survivors include three sons, Christopher Biggers and Malique
Humphries, Mayfield, and Conner Beasley. St. Elmo, Mo.; seven
daughters, Yuko Biggers. Halley Wiggins, Chelesa Schofield and
Serenity Willie. all of Mayfield, and Ashlyn Beasley, Brittani
Beasley and Hannah Beasley. all of St. Charles, Mo.; his parents.
Robert and Shirley Powell Beasley, Mayfield; one brother, Roderick
Chad Beasley, Mayfield; several aunts, uncles, cousins, nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home. Mayfield. Rev. Greg Hussey will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Tony Parrott, Kevin Jones, Huron Payne,
Johnny Blanton Jr.. Gerald !very. Richard Bucy, Corey McCarey
and Charlie Owens. active; Sean and David Williams, Anthony
Biggers and Cameron. Tracey and Antwan Beasley. honorary.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 11 a.m. Saturday.

Mrs. Linda Killcoyne
Mrs. Linda Kilcoyne, 79, Fancy Farm, died Thursday. Jan. 29,
2009, at 2:10 a.m. at Green Acres Health Care, Mayfield. She was a
member of St. Jerome Catholic Church, Homemakers Club, Senior
Citizens and Senior Friends. Preceding her in death were her parents. William Albin and Mary Letha Cash Goatley, and one brother,
Ed Goatley.
Survivors include her husband, Bill Kilcoyne; one daughter.
Marianne Cunningham and husband, Rod. Mayfield; four sons. Dr.
William Gayle Kilcoyne and wife, Judy, Clarksville, Tenn., Kenneth
Kilcoyne and wife, Celesta. Hickory, Lynn Allen Kilcoyne,
Columbia, Mo., and Ray Kilcoyne and wife, Vicki, Mayfield; two
sisters, Mary Elizabeth Hodge, Fancy Farm,and Anna Belle Wilson,
Roanoke, Va.; nine grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. at St. Jerome Catholic
Church. Fancy Farm. Fr. David Willett will officiate. Pallbearers
0: will be Billy. Roger, Wesley. Brandon and Nathan Kilcoyne, and
Casey and Jay Cunningham. Burial will follow in the St. Jerome
Cemetery, Fancy Farm. Visitation will be after 5 p.m. Friday at
Brown Funeral Home. Mayfield, with a prayer service at 7 p.m.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Vincent dePaul. do
of St. Jerome Catholic Church, 20 Si Rt. 339N, Fancy Farm, KY
42039.

Mrs. Barbara C. Jewell

Willie Maurice Barham Jr.
Willie Maurice Barham Jr., 78. Union City. Tenn.. died Monday
Feb. 2. 2009. at Union City Manor Nursing Home.
s.
He had been employed by Kroger for 11 years and
. had later worked at the U.S. Post Office in Union
City, where he retired. A Marine veteran of the
Korean Conflict, he was a member of Second Baptist
Church and Civitan Club at Union City. Born Feb. 8,
1930, in Fulton County, Ky.. he was the son of the late Allie Taylor
and William M. Barham Sr.
Survivors include his wife, Rebecca Alexander Barham, to
whom he was married April 14, 1951; two daughters, Nancy Louise
Dodson and husband, Russell. Ripley, Tenn., and Joyce Leigh Nipp
and husband, Bob. Bartlett. Tenn.; one son, David Wayne Barham
and wife, Rhonda. Cordova, Tenn.; three sisters. Mary Bondurant.
Fulton, Ky.. Carolyn Faulkner, South Fulton, Tenn., and Monette
Blackford and husband Joe, Murray, Ky.; one brother, Tommy
Barham and wife, Reba, Jasper, Ala.; six grandchildren; four greatgrandchildren; several nieces, nephews and stepgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. at Second Baptist Church,
Union City. Bro. Jerry Leggett and Bro. Eddie Mallonee will officiate. Burial will follow in Obion County Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the chapel of Edmaiston-Mosley Funeral Home,
Union City, from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Second Baptist Church
Building Fund, 831 N. Everett Blvd., Union City, TN 38261 or the
charity of the donor's choice
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Paid Obituaries
Mrs. Hazel G. Vickers
Mrs. Hazel G. Vickers, Murray died Wednesday. Jan. 28, 2009.
at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray, after an extended illness.
Mrs. Vickers was a retired employee of 20 years service in
Kentucky Government having held positions in the Calloway
County Judge's Office, Circuit Clerk's office and in the capacity of
deputy sheriff under Max E. Morris. In the years after her retirement. Hazel was an avid antique collector and enjoyed shopping for
and collecting antique glassware.
Mrs. Vickers was an active member of Westside Baptist Church.
She had a sweet spirit and loved the Lord.
Mrs. Vickers was born March II, 1937, in Calloway County and
was the daughter of the late Vessie H. McClard and Lillian Falwell
Carraway.
Mrs. Vickers leaves behind to cherish her memory her devoted
husband of 49 years, Vic Vickers. to whom she was married on Oct.
22. 1959, in Detroit, Mich. She was the beloved mother of two
daughters, S. Leigh Angle and husband, Michael, Mississippi, and
Shelia Haley and husband, Brad. Murray; a dear sister to Joseph
McClard. Murray; a loving grandmother to four grandsons, Jordan
K. Gray, Murray, Joshua T. and Brandan Gray, Mississippi, and
Austin Drew Haley, Murray. Also surviving are one niece, Vicki
Cunningham and husband, Allan. Murray, one grand-niece, Katie.
and special friend, Merle Rials and husband, Ed, Troy, Mich. and a
host of friends and extended family. May she be at peace now that
the suffering has ended.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. The
funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of the funeral
home. Rev. Glynn On will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home from
5 to 8 p.m. today (Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway
Senior Citizens, Attn. Meals on Wheels.607 Poplar St., Murray, KY
42071.

Ihe tuneral tor Mrs. Barbara C. Jewell will be Thursday at 11
a.m, in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Irvin
Darnall will officiate. Burial will follow in the Litchfield Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today Billy Vernon Lamb
(Wednesday). Mrs. Jewell.64, Hardin, died Sunday. Feb. 1, 2009. at
A graveside service for Billy Vernon Lamb was today
3:45 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital. Benton. She was a regis- (Wednesday) at 11 a.m. at Bazzell Cemetery. Rev. Tim Palmer offitered nurse and attended Hardin Baptist Church. She was the daugh- ciated. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
ter of the late Johnny Clayton Darnell and Myra Belle Litchfield
Mr. Lamb,71, Sand Lick Road, Farmington. died
Darnell. Survivors include one daughter. Robin Sager, Hardin; two
Saturday, Jan. 31, 2009, at 1:20 p.m. at Spring Creek
sons. Billy Joe Williams. Copperas Cove, Texas. and Chuck Jewell.
Health Care.
Hardin; three grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
A mechanic and U.S. Army veteran, he was a
member of Burnett Chapel United Methodist
Unda Downey
Church. Born Jan. 6, 1938, in Graves County. he was the son of the
A graveside service for Linda Downey will be Thursday at 10 late UT Lamb and Hazel LaVema Sims Lamb Hill. Also preceding
a.m. at Green Plains Cemetery. Visitation will be from 2 to 4 p.m. him in death were his stepfather, Collie Hill, and one sister, Beverly
today (Wednesday) at Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Online condo- Wilford.
lences may be made to www.imesmillercom. Ms. Downey. 70.
Survivors include his wife, Judith Lamb, to whom he was marMurray. died Friday. Jan. 30, 2009. at 4:07 a.m. at Jackson Purchase ried Nov. 29, 1964 in Murray; one daughter. Renee Lamb,
Medical Center, Mayfield. Born April 22, 1938, in Hazel, she was Farmington; two sons, Randy Lamb and wife, Anna. Mayfield. and
the daughter of the late Arthur Downey and Gertie Wisehan Paul Lamb, Farmington; two sisters, Betty Patterson and husband,
Downey. One brother also preceded her in death. Survivors include Billy. Farmington. and Debra Kendall and wife. Larry. Murray; two
one sister, Anna Lawrence and husband, Tom, Nevada.
brothers, Don Hill, Benton. and Max Hill and wife. Natalie, Murray;
three grandchildren. Zach and Shaun Lamb, Mayfield, and
Savannah Lamb, Farmington.
Mrs. Joyce Mathis Guge
The funeral for Mrs. Joyce Mathis Guge will be Thursday at 11
a.m. at First Church of The Nazarene, Mayfield. Rev. Steve Melvin
and Rev. DeWayne Mathis will officiate. Pallbearers will be Neal
Scoggins. Gene Gream. Hassel Lamb. Jeff Clinard, David Newsom
and Michael Summerville. Burial will follow in the Cuba Baptist
Church Cemetery. Visitation will be at the Brown Funeral Home,
Mayfield, from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Wednesday).
Mrs. Guge,66. Murray. formerly of Mayfield, died Sunday. Feb.
Mixed toming. Pending sales for preVIENNA (AP)
I. 2(X)9, at 10:32 a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, economic reports about the ail- owned homes rose 6.3 percent
Mayfield. A homemaker, she was a member of First Church of The ing U.S. economy helped keep in December from the previous
Nazarene. Mayfield. Preceding her in death were her husband, oil near $41 a barrel this morn- month, according to the
Charles E. Guge; one son, Charles Richard Guge; her parents. Basil ing, with prices fluctuating as National
Association
of
and Irene Blaylock Mathis; two brothers, Johnny and Harold investors looked for direction.
Realtors.
Mathis. Survivors include two sons, Gregory Allen Guge and wife.
Other indicators pointed to a
Investors have been strugTammy. Mayfield. and Wendell Rhea Guge and wife, Tracy. gling to gauge the depth of the worsening slowdown. U.S. car
Murray; three brothers, Carl Mathis. Mayfield, Rex Mathis, worst recession in more than 25 and truck sales fell 37 percent in
Hickory, and Roy Mathis. Conover. N.C.; one sister. Dorothy years in the U.S., the world's January. including a 49 percent
Clinard, Fulton; seven grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.
drop at General Motors Corp.
largest consumer of oil.
Prices, which had plunged to and 40 percent at Ford Motor
Mrs. Mary Jean Tackett
$33 by December after jumping Co.
A memorial service tor Mrs. Mary Jean Tackett will be held at a to a record $147.27 a barrel in
Some corporate results were
later date at the Kentucky Veterans Cemetery West, Hopkinsville. July. have stabilized in the low also grim. Mobile phone maker
arrangements.
King's Funeral Home of Cadiz is in charge of
Motorola Inc. said it lost $3.6
$40s for the last week.
Mrs. Tackett, Tanyard Road, Cadiz. died Saturday. Jan. 31. 2009,
After seesawing close to the billion last quarter and suspendat 3:03 a.m. at Trigg County Hospital, Cadiz.
$40.78 closing price, light, ed its dividend. The Walt Disney
A homemaker,she was of Baptist faith. Born July 3. 1947, in Fort sweet crude for March delivery Co. reported a 32 percent
Tyler
and
Thomas
E.
late
of
the
Jackson, S.C., she was the daughter
rose 66 cents to $41.46 a barrel decline in quarterly profits
Mary Rebecca Sanford Tyler.
by midafternoon in Europe in Tuesday.
Survivors include her husband, Charles R. Tackett, to whom she electronic trading on the New
Disney Chief Executive
had been married for 42 years; one son, Charles R.(Chuck)Tackett York Mercantile Exchange.
Robert !ger said the current
Elizabeth
Kaylee
grandchildren.
two
Jr. and wife, Amanda M., and
A jump in home sales report- recession is "likely to be the
and Dylan Tyler Tackett, all of Columbia, Tenn.: one sister, ed Tuesday suggested the eco- weakest economy in our lifeMargaret Dunn, Murray; two brothers, Thomas E. Tyler, Brooks, nomic downturn could be bot- time."
and James M. Tyler, Murray.

U.S. economic news
holds down oil prices
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World stocks rise
on hope recession
may be stabilizing
LONDON (AP) - World
stocks advanced this morning
with Wall Street expected to rise
somewhat on the open, as better-than-expected news about
the U.S. and Chinese economies
raised hopes the global downturn is stabilizing.
By afternoon in Europe,
Britain's FTSE 1(()rose 0.6 percent to 4.187.19. Germany's
DAX added 1.0 percent to
4,420.55 and France's CAC 40
jumped 1.2 percent to 3.019.22.
Also, investors breathed a little easier after a surprise jump in
home sales in December suggested the battered housing market might soon stabilize. That
helped the Dow Jones industrial
average rise 1.8 percent and the
Standard & Poor's 500 index
rise 1.6 percent.
But Wall Street was headed
for a barely higher open struggling to extend Tuesday's gains
in the face of poor quarterly
results from the media industry,
including Time Warner Inc.
The media conglomerate
reported a fourth-quarter loss of
$16 billion after it wrote down
the value of its cable, publishing
and AOL assets. Analysts had
predicted a profit.
Dow Jones industrials futures
were up only 10 points at 7,996.
or 0.1 percent, Standard &
Poor's 500 futures gained 2.7, or
0.3 percent, to 831.50, while
Nasdaq 100 index futures added
3.3, or 0.1 percent. at 1.211.
investors
In
Europe,
remained cautious about gains
ahead of central bank announcements later this week.
"We're looking ahead to the
key rate decisions tomorrow. I
think that's what everyone's
waiting for." said James
Hughes, market analyst at CMC
Markets.
Europe's two major central
banks will announce their rate
decisions Thursday -the Bank
of England is expected to cut
aggressively to combat the
deepening recession, while the
more cautious European Central
Bank holds off.
Investors will also be looking
ahead to Friday's publication of
U.S. payroll data after the ADP
research organization predicted
employment fell by 522,(XX) in
January.
Meanwhile, corporate news
were mixed in Europe. Shares in
telecommunications equipment
maker Alcatel-Lucent gained
4.0 percent despite reporting a
massive euro3.89 billion loss in
the fourth quarter after it took its

largest ever charge to write
down the value of assets.
Hughes said there was "nothing
really unexpected" about the
writedown.
Shares in pharmaceuticals
maker Roche Holding AG
plunged 9.7 percent after it said
its net income for 2008 fell 5
percent - missing expectations
- because of the strong Swiss
franc, falling sales of its anti-flu
drug and a drop in income from
investments. Its disappointing
results dragged down other
pharmaceutical stocks, includSanofi-Aventis
and
ing
AstraZeneca, which fell by 0.6
percent and 4.3 percent.
Reinsurer Munich Re AG
saw its stock fall 2.2 percent
after it reported a euro100 million($129 million) profit for the
fourth quarter -just a sixth of
earnings a year earlier.
In Asia. investors were heartened somewhat by Wednesday's
report pointing to a possible
recovery in Chinese manufacturing. While manufacturing
shrank again in January. the
contraction was less severe than
in recent months and seen by
some as a sign China's stimulus
measures might be taking hold.
But with the global economy
and company results still in dire
shape, the move higher was
likely to be temporary, analysts
cautioned. Amid the hopeful
signs came more gloom
Wednesday from corporate bellwethers such as Australian mining giant BHP Billiton Ltd. and
Japanese electronics maker
Panasonic Corp.
"It's a fictitious rebound. The
figures are better than we
thought, but they're still bad,"
said Peter Lai, investment manager at DBS Vickers in Hong
Kong. "It's encouraging of
course, but it's far too early to
say we're seeing a revival in the
global economy."
Japan's Nikkei 225 stock
average rose 2.7 percent to
8,038.94. while Hong Kong's
Hang Seng Index added 2.3 percent to 13.063.89. South
Korea's Kospi was up 2.8 percent. In Shanghai, the main
index gained 2.3 percent as
traders welcomed news the purchasing managers index, a key
gauge of manufacturing activity.
rose to a four-month high.
markets
Elsewhere,
in
Singapore. India and Taiwan
also advanced. In Tokyo,
exporters raced ahead on optimism that the worst may be
over.
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Bank of America
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Ford Motor
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Learn to Sew classes will
start again on Feb. 28

C nyayernerils

All Learn to Sew Classes and 4-H Sewing
Classes, sponsored by the Calloway County Extension Service, will have a fresh start
on Saturday. Feb. 28, from 9 a.m. to noon
at the American Legion Building on North
4th Street. Murray. The sewing orientation
and pattern suggestions will be discussed
on that day.
These classes were scheduled for Jan.
31 and Feb. 3, 10 and 19. but are being
Jo's
changed because of the weather conditions.
information call the Calloway
Datebook For more
By Jo Burkeen County Extension office at 753-1452.
Community
Rotary Club will meet
Editor
Murray Rotary Club will meet Thursday
at noon at Pagliai's Pizza. For more information contact Lance
Allison at 753-5171.

UMW Sew-A-Thon planned
The annual Sew-A-Thon by the United Methodist Women of First
United Methodist Church will continue on Thursday and Friday
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the church. Volunteers are needed to cut and
sew simple children's dresses and shorts for the missions project.

Art Guild Exhibition at Curris Center

Arnold and Jones

Field and Miller

Dale and Janet Arnold of Murray announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Kelly Lynne Arnold. to
Nathan Scott Jones. son of Leanne Jones of Murray and David and
Sheri Jones of Almo.
Miss Arnold is the granddaughter of Alvin and Anna Usrey of
Murray and the late Joe and Vivian Arnold.
Mr. Jones is the grandson of James and Anna Robinson of
Murray and John and Barbara Jones of Camby, Ind.
The bride-elect is a 2008 graduate of West Kentucky Community
& Technical College and is employed by Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The groom-elect is a 2008 graduate of Murray State University
and is employed by Briggs and Stratton.
The wedding will be Saturday, March 14, 2009, at 3 p.m. at West
Fork Baptist Church, Murray.
All relatives and friends are ins ited.

Jane and Bob Field of Kirksey and Chyrill and Mike Miller of
Benton announce the engagement of their children. Becky Field and
Shawn Miller.
Miss Field is a 2(X)4 graduate of Murray State University with a
bachelor's degree in public relations.
Mr. Miller is a 2006 graduate of Murray State University with a
bachelor's degree in criminal justice. He is currently pursuing a
master's degree in public administration and will be graduating in
May. He is a member of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity.
The wedding will be Wednesday. April 15. 2(8)9. at the Aventura
Spa Palace in Riviera Maya. Mexico.
A reception will be held on Saturday. May 16. 2f1/9. at Kenlake
State Resort Park. All relatives and friends are invited.
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Due to lee Storm

FOOD GIANT
Cookout
I
is rescheduled for
February 13th & 14th.

Carbon Monoxide safety
is extremely important
during winter weather
With
winter here.
most people
are closing
their windows and
turning up
the
heat.
These
actions
Extension increase the
risk of poiNotes
soning by
By
La Dawn Hale carbon
Calloway County monoxide
a
Extention Agent (CO).
silent
but
for Family
deadly gas
Consumer
responsible
Sciences
for hundreds
of deaths each year. Because
people cannot smell, taste, or
sec it, they do not realize when
they are breathing in carbon
monoxide. Although carbon
monoxide poisoning poses
threats for everyone, infants.
children, senior citizens and
those with respiratory problems
have increased risks.
Carbon monoxide poisoning
can adversely affect health in
many ways and high levels of
the deadly gas can cause death.
Breathing high levels of carbon
monoxide can cause breathing
and vision impairments. reduced
brain function, loss of consciousness, and death. Since
symptoms of low-level carbon
monoxide poisoning can be mi.:Aen for the tlu, people often
.,verlook them. Some symptoms
ii breathing low levels of carbon
monoxide
include
headaches. di/tines.. confusion.
and drowsiness. If you believe
you are suffering from carbon
monoxide poisoning, seek medical attention immediately.
Since carbon monoxide is so
deadly, it is important to remember not to take chances. Here are
some helpful tips that can lower
your risks and could save your
life.
• Have a qualified technician

D2.1.,c4.1.It
1 kil
Stoll'
Read the
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clean and inspect all combustion
equipment each year. This
includes gas furnaces, gas or
kerosene space heaters, woodburning or gas fireplaces. and
gas water heaters.
• If you encounter a problem
with your furnace and can't stay
warm, do not use kitchen ovens
or gas ranges for additional heat.
This is very dangerous.
• Install carbon monoxide
detectors in your home and anywhere else you use gas heating
appliances. Test periodically to
make sure they are working
properly.
• Install and use exhaust fans
vented to outdoors over gas
stoves.
•Open flues when using tireplaces.
• Never warm a car or run
any motor appliance inside your
garage. Even with the garage
door open. carbon monoxide
can build up rapidly and cause
poisoning within minutes.
• Never use a charcoal or
propane grill inside your home
oi garage.
• Avoid the use of gas or
kerosene space heaters inside
your home. If you can't avoid
using them, follow operating
instructions very carefully and
always make sure there is an
opcil window for ventilation.
• If y ou use a gasoline or
other luel - tired generator during
a power outage. keep the generator outdoors during use. If the
generator is indoors. your house
could quickly till up with deadly carbon monoxide gas a s
the fuel burns.
• If your carbon monoxide
alarm goes off. exit your house
or apartment quickly and call
911 or your local emergency
number. Don't re-enter your
home until the problem is fixed.
See a doctor inunediately, even
if you don't feet any sy moon)...
because carbon monoxide can
remain in the blood.
For more information on carbon monoxide potsoning or
other home maintenance topics,
contact your local county extension office.
Source of information: Linda
Extension
Adler.
M.A.
Specialist for HOW Furnishings
Ediamional programs af the
Cooperative Extension Service
serve all 'People regardless nf
race, calor. age. .ves. religion.
ar national origin.

Recent Works Exhibition of Murray Art Guild members
will open Friday at the Murray State University Curris Center
Gallery. This exhibition features the work of 10 Guild meni
hers who work from life. There will be works from Life
Drawing where the artist works directly from a model and
from Plein Air Paintings where the artist works -in the open
air- responding directly to the light and landscape. Maly of
these paintings were done on location in the area. The public
is invited to the reception on Friday at 6 p.m. at the Curtis
Center. For information contact the Guild at murrayanguild.org

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library.
For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or
210-4173.

Little Chapel Church gives supplies
Little Chapel Church, Cassidy Palmer's home church. has
brought four loads of supplies of canned food and personal
hygiene products, bottle water, etc., to Coldwater United
Methodist Church fellowship to distribute to those in need in
the community. Cassidy and Tim Palmer took one truck load
to Hickman County Sunday. Any person in the community in
need of supplies may come to the church. Also volunteers are
needed.

Calloway meeting Thursday
The first meeting of the Calloway County Schools Local
Planning Committee will be Thursday at 5:30 p.m. at the Cal
loway County Schools central office Board of Education meeting room. The focus of this meeting will be on orientation to
the facilities planning process. All interested persons are invii
ed.

Bowling canceled
All adult bowling leagues at Corvette Lanes are canceled.:
for this week and the tournament has been postponed. The
youth league will resume on Saturday.

Purchase Area Chapter to meet
Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky Public Retirees wih
meet Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at Pizza Inn. 1001 Joe Cliftocr
Dr.. Paducah, for a combined meeting and luncheon. All retirees''
of the Ballard, Calloway. Carlisle, Fulton. Hickman, Grave,.
Marshall and McC'racken County Retirement Systems and Kentucky State Police Retirement System are invited. For informa- .
lion call 1-270-898-7289 or 1-270-442-0389.

Narcotics Group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church
For information call 7534419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Free income tax assistance starts Feb. 11
Free income tax assistance will he offered each Wednesday
from 9 ann. to 3 p.m. beginning Feb. II and continuing through:
April I to assist with filling out 2008 tax forms at the Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens Center. 607 Poplar St.. Murray. .
Trained AARP volunteers will be available. This is a free service, available on a . first-come first-serve basis. Volunteers will
be set up in the education room. Each one should bring your .
Social Security card or other official document. W2s, tax forms.
a copy of last year's tax return, receipts or canceled checks
itemizing deductions, amount of 2008 Economic Stimulus, and
any other pertinent forms. For more information call 753-0929.

Art Guild selling calendars
Murray Art Guild is selling 2009 calendars featuring the
work of Art Guild members and youth workshop participants.
The 13-month gift quality calendar features local artwork in
photography. drawing. painting, sculpture and fibers. All proceeds from the sales go to support the Guild's programming.
The guild is located at 500 North 4th St., Murray. For information call 753-4059.

Alcoholics Anonymous lists meetings
Murray Alcoholics Anony mous holds meetings at 615 South
12th St.. in the Southy,ide Shopping Center behind Regions
Branch Bank. The regular schedule is as follows: Sunday. 4
p.m.. closed, no smoking. 12%12 study. 8 p.m.. open meeting.
smirking: Monday, 6 p.m. closed, smoking, ladies meeting. 8 open. smoking: Tuesday. 8 p.m. closed, no smoking:
Wednesday. II a.m. closed, no smoking. 6 p.m.. closed. ladies meeting. smoking, 8 p.m.. open. smoking; Thursday. 8 p.m.
closed. smoking, big hook meeting: Friday. 12 noon, no sinok
ing. lunchtime meeting. 8 p.m. open. smoking. New comers::
Saturday. 10 a.m., open. non-snioking, 8 p.m. open. non-smok-,
ing. speaker meeting. Closed tneetings are for people who think.
they have a problem with alcohol and want to give it up:
Open meetings are for anyone who wants to attend an AA
meeting. For information for male contacts call at 753-9320 or
436-2552. and for female contacts. call 270-493-1227. 293-:
9744 or 978-1879.

Art Guild selling calendars
Murray An Guild is selling 2009 calendars featuring the work of
Art Guild members and youth workshop participants. The 13-month
gift quality calendar features local artwork in photography, drawing,
painting, sculpture and fibers. All proceeds from the sales go to sup;
port the Guild's programming. For information call 753-4059. '
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King and Sevilla

Armstrong and Edwards

Delaney and Tucker

Ted and Joan King of Murray announce the engagement of their
daughter, Jennifer King, to David Sevilla, son of Lana Thomas of
Dexter.
Miss King is the granddaughter of Mary Lynn Christensen and
the late Mervin Christensen of Murray and Evelyn King and the late
Derril King of Benton.
Mr. Sevilla is the grandson of Tom and Helen Tucker of Dexter.
The bride-elect is a 2000 graduate of Murray High School and a
2004 graduate of Murray State University. She is a member of
Alpha Sigma Alpha and is employed by King Brothers
Supermarket.
The groom-elect, a Marine Corps veteran, is a 1994 graduate of
Calloway County High School. He is employed by Coca-Cola
!:nterprise.
The wedding will be Saturday. Sept. 26, 2009, at St. Leo
'atholic Church, Murray. Invitations will be sent.

Amanda Dawn Armstrong and Wiliam Henry Edwards Ill, both
of Mayfield, were married Saturday. Oct. 4, 2008. at Mayfield First
United Methodist Church. Mayfield.
The bride is the daughter of Ben and Joyce Armstrong of
Hopkinsv ille.
The groom is the son of Henry and Cindy Edwards of Clinton.
Rev. Sky McCracken officiated. Music was by Kenneth Crooks.
organist, and Debbie Jetton, pianist.
Anita Armstrong of Nashville. Tenn., was the maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Hilary Edwards and Whitney Cooper. both of
Murray. Julia Ryan, Florence, Brooke Bibb. Russellville, and
Suzanne Woodward, Bowling Green.
Flower girls were Lily Bibb of Russellville and Kinsley• Perry of
Benton.
Robert Edwards of Bowling Green was best man.
Groomsmen were Jody Heath and Austin Trice, both of
Nashville. Tenn., and Mike Cooper. Ben Mitchell and Duane
Grimmitt, all of Murray.
Ring bearers were Garrett Reeves of Springfield. Tenn.. and
Brady Kail of Martin. Tenn.
A reception followed at the Linden Plantation. Lone Oak.
The bride, a graduate of Christian County High School, received
her bachelor of science degree from Murray State University and
her master's degree from Tennessee State University. She is a
teacher for Mayfield City Schools.
The groom. a gradute of Hickman County High School. received
his bachelor of science degree and master's degree from Murray
State University. He is a teacher for Mayfield City Schools.

Whitney Delaney of Paris. Tenn., and Wesley Tucker of Murray
were married Friday. Jan. 2, 2009. at East Wood Church of Christ,
Paris. Tenn. Virgil L. Hale. grandfather of the bride and minister of
Hickory Grove Church of Christ, Murray. officiated. Justin Crouch
was pianist.
The bride is the daughter of Steve and Danette Delaney of Paris.
Tenn.
The groom is the son of Terry and Jan Tucker of Murray, Ky.
Haley Delaney, Paris, sister of the bride, was maid of honor and
Tamra Bennett, sister of the groom, was matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Emily Maupin. Lauren Davenport and Chelsea
Dunning, all of Paris. Junior bridesmaid was Adreana Gammon of
Indianapolis. Ind.
The groom's father served as best man.
Groomsmen were Alex Salazar, Jacob Young. Chase Ottway and
Joey Saddoris. all of Murray. Junior groomsman was Connor
Creasy of Milan. Tenn.
Grace Gammon of Indianapolis was flower girl.
Travis Bennett of Murray was ring bearer.
A reception was held at the Paris Convention Center.
The bride, a 2007 graduate of Henry County High School. is a student at West Kentucky Community and Technical College.
The groom, a graduate of West Kentucky Community and
Technical College. is employed h\ Tucker's Automotise Michine
Shop. Murray.

.73frIS TAnnouncemenls
Tobie Jean Jenkins
Mr. and Mrs. Jarred Jenkins of Poor Farm Road, Murray, are the
parents of a daughter. Tobie Jean Jenkins, born on Friday, Dec. 12.
2008, at 10:08 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds 5 ounces and measured 20 inches.
The mother is the former Erica Wyatt.
Grandparents are Greg and Dawn Wyatt and Cathy Smith, all of
Murray.
Great-grandparents are Candy and Charles Jenkins, James Furl
and Cathem Wyatt. Donhay Wyatt and the late Mary Roesch and
Charlie Roesch.

If YOU HAVE AN EVENT TO ANNOUNCE CAII US AT 753-1916
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UMW Symphonic Wind Ensemble

MSU Symphonic Wind Ensemble to
be featured at Louisville conference
The Murray State University
Symphonic Wind Ensemble
under the direction of Prof.
Dennis L Johnson has been
selected to perform a very special concert at the Kentucky
Music Educator's Association
(KMEA)
Conference
in
Louisville. The conference runs
from Feb 4-7, and is held at the
newly renovated Kentucky
International Convention Center
and the Kentucky Center for the
Arts.
The wind ensemble's performance will be on Fridayat 2:55
p.m. in the Convention Center.
"This is indeed a great honor for
the ensemble, department of
music and the university," stated
Johnson. "and we look forward
to this special opportunity."
Johnson stated that ensembles
were selected through a blind
audition process that included
an application and a recent live
recording. A panel of judges
reviewed the unmarked applications and recordings and made
their recommendations to the
state KMEA President. The
wind ensemble was informed of
their selection this past August.
The wind ensemble concert
will open with "Whirr, Whirr,
Whirr" by Australian composer
Ralph Hultgren. "Ralph will be
the guest conductor this year for
the KMEA Inter-Collegiate
Band (which performs the night
prior) so we have asked him to
stay on an extra day to guest
conduct his piece with us,"
noted Johnson. I'm delighted

that the ensemble will get the
chance to meet him and perform
under his direction."
The wind ensemble will next
feature Dr. Sonya Baker, vocal
music professor and assistant
ean for the College of
Humanities and Fine Arts at
Murray State in the inspiring
work, "Five American Gospel
Songs" by Luigi Zaninelli.
"We're actually only doing three
of the five settings due to time
constraints but they are all
extremely well crafted and
Sonya sings them magnificently," stated Johnson. Concluding
the program will be the
"Symphonic Dances from West
Side Story" by Leonard
Bernstein. "This orchestral
adaptation has only recently
been released by the Bernstein
estate and was premiered by the
United States Marine Band earl)
last year." Noted arranger Paul
Lavender has captured all the
excitement and beauty of this
marvelous work although as
conductor Johnson points out.
"it is one of the most difficult
works we have ever attempted."
Prior to the KMEA performance, the wind ensemble and
jazz orchestra will perform on
Thursdayat Evansville Castle
High School to entertain the
band students in that area. "This
performance by the MSC
Symphonic Wind Ensemble is
indicative of the quality of our
music department, faculty and
students," stated President
Randy Dunn, "and we are hon-

ored to have them as our musical ambassadors to this prestigious conference." Anyone
wishing to attend the wind
ensemble's performance should
be aware that a small conference
registration fee will he required.

Photo prowdkl
Pictured, front row, from left, Allison Murphy, LaBraia Catlett, Jaxon Price, Amber Coleman;
Madison Birgbauer and Gavin Hager; back row, from left, P3: Nicholas Bokeno and Violet Hill;
and P4: Neely Gibson. In the back is Janet Caldwell, principal.

MES students receive Tiger Tag rewards
Students earn a gold tag
when they have received ten
Tiger Tags for going above and
beyond the Guidelines for
Success. Mrs. Caldwell presents

the gold tags to students on the
Tiger Cub News program.
Students receiving the award
Jan. 20-23 were: P2: Allison
Murphy, LaBraia Catlett, Jason

A gift they
hones ti tat run on the network with the best coverage worldwide!

Red Cross: Volunteer blood
donors deserve our thanks
January and February are
National Blood Donor Months
and the American Red Cross
wishes to thank the volunteer
blood donors who generously
roll up their sleeves to give the
gift of life.
Blood transfusions are used
for trauma victims due to accidents and burns, heart surgery
patients, organ
transplant
patients, newborns and premature babies, complications during childbirth, and patients
receiving
treatment
for
leukemia, cancer or other diseases, such as sickle cell disease.
National
Blood
Donor
Month serves as a reminder that
the need for blood is constant.
"If everyone who is eligible
to donate would do so on a regular basis (three to four times
per year), blood needs could be
met and shortages could become
a thing of the past," says CEO
Steve Beeler. Tennessee Valley
Blood Services Region.
The winter months are often
a difficult time for blood donation. Inclement weather and illness can force the cancellation
of blood drives, negatively
affecting the blood supply.
The Tennessee Valley Region
currently has less than a 24-hour

supply of types 0- and B- blood
and less than a 6-hour supply ot
type AB- blood.
You can help celebrate
National Blood Donor Month
by scheduling your appointment
to give blood. For more information, or to find an American
Red Cross blood drive or donation center near you, call 1-800GIVE-LIFE.
During
January
and
February. everyone presenting
to donate at a Red Cross blood
drive will receive two great
Sonic® coupons for one lifesaving donation. Redeem your
coupon at a participating
Sonic® and enjoy a free medium cherry limeade, and then
save your buy one, get one free
Sonic® Burger coupon for
another visit.
If you are at least 17 years of
age,* weigh a minimum of 110
pounds and are in good general
health, you may be eligible to
donate blood. There is no upper
age limit for blood donation. For
more information or to find a
blood drive near you, please call
1-800-GIVE-LIFE (1 -800-4483543).
In
Illinois,
Kentucky.
Missouri and Tennessee. you
may give blood at 16 years of
age with parental consent.

National Quilt Museum
announces new hours
PADUCAH, Ky. — The
Museum
National
Quilt
(Museum of the American
Quilter's Society) will no longer
be open on Sundays; in addition, the museum will be closed
on Mondays in February 2009.
The museum will open by
advance appointment only on
Sundays (and Mondays in
February 2009) to serve large
group tours.
In the current economic situation, the adjustment is a way to
high-quality
continue the
exhibits and quantity of community activities the museum
hosts throughout the year.
Businesses and organizations

listing the museum's hours on
their website, event calendars.
etc. are asked to update their
information.
Designated as The National
Quilt Museum of the United
States, the Museum of the
American Quilter's Society is a
non-profit institution located in
downtown Paducah, KY. The
Museum is ADA compliant.
The Kentucky Arts Council, a
state arts agency, supports The
National Quilt Museum with
state tax dollars and federal
funding from the National
Endowment for the Arts, which
believes that a great nation
deserves great art.
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Steve Hoskins, right, supenntendent of the Calloway County
School District, receives a contribution from Rodney
Bohannon. Briggs & Stratton plant manager, for use in the
technology program. The funds (contributed by the Briggs &
Stratton Corporation Foundation) are directed toward high
school students for scholarships and job certification exams.

Three regional counties welcoming new courthouses
SMITHLAND. Ky. IAP) —
Three far western Kentucky
counties are expected to open
new courthouses in the next 18
months, two replacing buildings
that have been outgrown and one
that hunted to the ground.
million
The
new
$6.8
Livingston County Justice Center
is expected to open this month to
replace a facility built in 1845,
tne of the oldest in the state. The
%10.5 million Trigg County
Judicial Center is expected to
open in June after two years of
construction on the site of the
demolished old courthouse.
Carlisle County expects to have
a new courthouse by summer
2010. replacing a building that

Fl

burned down in December 2007.
Circuit Judge C.A. "Woody*
%Wall Ill, who will get to use
the Livingston and Tngg buildings. is excited about the
prospects.
Livingston C'ounty. JudgeExecutive Chris Lasher said the
new building should last even
longer than the one it is replacing.
LiVingston County's new twostory red hnck building has limestone accents and is topped with a
cupola. similar to that on the old
courthouse. It gives the county
about 29.000 square feet inside. It
has separate courtrooms, replacing a historic chamber in the old
courthouse.
It's taken 21 months to con-

in-

struct. Weather delays pushed the
project between three and lour
months behind schedule. Lasher
said, but he expects it to be ready
for circuit court this month.
Woodall said he looks forward
to the conveniences the building
will pro'.
We hate to leave that historic
sometimes
but
courtroom,
progress makes you leave behind
the past." Woodall said. "We can
still be proud of that past."
Trigg County Judge-Executive
Stan Humphries said the 410)0
square-fisot building will house
drug court, family court, district
court and circuit court. as well as
the combined circuit and district
court clerk's 4.fice.

"We ha% e pra a few days of
brickwork left to do and then it
will he entirely closed in.
Humphries said.
County offices moved into the
former annex, originally the
Trigg County Farmer's Bank,
located just across the street from
the new building.
'Iwo tall towers included in the
new design are similar to those
from a former courthouse that
burned in 1920. Some ornate
woody% ork from the lormer cirL1.111
%%ill he reinstalled,
and the countv's Civ il War monument vt. ill be re-erected on the
1,r‘kn. Humphries said. A central
hallss ay will eventually include a
I Ilk'
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Bob Rogers. right, superintendent of the Murray Independent
School District, receives a check from Rodney Bohannon,
Briggs & Stratton plant manager, for use in the Technology
and Computer department. The funds were contributed by the
Briggs & Stratton Corporation Foundation.
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MSU students help with
annual NWR litter pick-up
Special to the Ledger
File Clal ks River National
Wildlife Refuge recently held a
litter pick-up day. Murray State
University's Wildlife Society.
and Murray Environmental
Student Society members volunteer for the event every year,
according to Stacey Campbell.
with the Clarks River NWR.
"Despite the cold weather.
approximately 30 volunteers.
including students and the
Refuge Friends Group, participated. "We also had a student
from Nlarshall County High
School and two volunteers even
younger than that at seven and
nine years or age,- Campbell

said. "At the end of the day.
there were more than 150 volunteer hours clocked."
The decision was made this
year to focus on a visible location so the community could see
the benefits of what these volunteers do. Campbell added. "For
the first two hours we concentrated on U.S. 641 between
Benton and Draffenville. Then.
halt of the group went to
Dogiown Rd. and the others
went to Milliken Mill Rd. in
Marshall County
After the work was done. a
lunch was provided to the volunteers.
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IT'S ALL PRICED TO SELL!
Better
Lailc
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Murray State University students participate in the recent
Clarks Rivet National Wildlife Refuge litter pick-up day.

Hurry n Today, This Liquidation Sale Ends Soon!
AT FLEMING FURNITURE ALL WE Do Is SAVE YOU MONEY!

McCallon named to Advisory
Panel for Exceptional Children
Staff Report
stc‘c licshem s office
recently annininced that Randy
Lee NIL-Callon. assistant superintendent of Calloway County
Schools, has been appointed to
the Kentucky State Adv isory
Panel for F xteptional Children.
McCallon w ill represent
local education oft is
the appointment i epla‘es Linda
Alford, whose term has expired.
fits lerm
Itulz 8.
2011.

This isn't McCallon's first
slate panel very ing on. but the
first with the Department of
Education. He said he will be
working wnh the panel to discuss and advise on issues related to education. He told the
Ledger he is exerted about the
opportunity.
"1 spent the first nine or ten
years of my carrel working with
exceptional children and certainly have been an advocate
over the years.'•
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LookingBock
10 years ago
Michael Arnett. D. Milton
Stokes, Victoria Holton Waller.
Benjamin E. Wilson. Joel Johnson and Traci A. Richerson are
Murray State University students
from Murray named to "Who's
Who Among Amencan Universities and Colleges- at MSU.
Calloway County High School
Lakers won 53-38 over Mayfield
Cardinals in a basketball game.
Austin Wyatt was high scorer for
the Lakers.
Births reported include a girl
to Cynthia and Dennis Henson,
a girl to Samantha and Jimmy
Floyd and a girl to Courtney and
Jason Cornett. Jan. 26.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Billy
Young. Aaron Perkins and Grant
Bennett. Murray Middle School
students, skating on the ice on
North 5th Street. The photo was
by Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Murray Tobacco Market sold
a total of 98,790 pounds of dark
fired tobacco at an average price
of $178.97 per 100 pounds as
sales opened here on Jan. 30.
Mr. and Mrs. C.E. Fox were
marned for 70 years Jan. 26.
Births reported include a girl
to Melissa and Larry Brown. Jan.
26.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Ed
Chrisman. president of Four Rivers
Boy Scout Council in Western
Kentucky and Southern Illinois,
speaking at a meeting a group
of local advance gift Boy Scout
fundraisers. The goal for the drive
is $10,000.
Mr. and Mrs. Osro Butterworth were married for 50 years
Feb. 2.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr and Mrs. Danny Robbins,
Jan. 15
Murray State University Racers lost 68-65 and MSU Lady
Racers won 77-54 over Austin
Peay Governors teams in basketball games

COMICS/ FEATURES
Grandmother sees too much Cardiomyopathy prognosis
of bodybuilding teen's work varies on damage caused
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40 years ago
Rebecca Jane Tarry of Murray and a graduate of Murray
State University, has been appointed a Baptist Student Union missionary by the Student Department of the Kentucky Baptist
Convention. She will be serving
in Jamaica.
Barbie Keel was installed as
worthy advisor of the Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow for Girls .
The annual sale of Girl Scout
Cookies is now in progress in
Murray and Calloway County.
50 years ago
Z.C. Enix, owner of Enix Carpet & Upholstery, was named
"Outstanding Young Man of the
Year- at the annual meeting of
the Murray Junior Chamber of
Commerce. George Hodge was
selected as "Key Man of the
Year."
George Edd Overbey Jr., son
of Mr. and Mrs. George Ed Overbey Sr. of Murray, has completed training with the United States
Marines at the Marine Corps
Recruit Depot. Parris Island, S.C.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. J.D Schroader. a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Voris Wesley Russell, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. W.T. Turner, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Haggard and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Portis.
60 years ago
John Winter, Vernon Anderson, Guthrie Churchill, John
Cashon, Carlos Jones and Harry
Douglas are new members of the
Murray Lions Club. They were
initiated at a meeting at the Murray Woman's Club house.
In the Calloway County High
School Basketball Tournament.
Murray Training Colts won 3231 over Lynn Grove Wildcats and
Hazel Lions won 63--39 over Kirksey Eagles. High team scorers were
Houston for Colts, Dunaway for
Wildcats, Davenport for Hazel
and Usrey for Kirksey.

DEAR ABBY: My 19-yearold grandson, 'Fletcher," an
average boy with good looks,
is becoming
as
exhibitionist. He
flaunts his
body
on
almost every
occasion.
When people
are
around, he
Dear Abby goes into his
room
and
emerges
By Abigail
minutes
Van Buren
later without
his shirt, naked to the waist,
with his pants dropping down
almost showing places we do
not wish to see. He struts
around, going from room to
room, all the while his pants
slipping even lower. Fletcher
then usually changes into
shorts, which also slide down
and reveal more than the public should be viewing.
Fletcher does this whether
it's hot or cold, in the house
or outside. His behavior is not
normal. He seems to be doing
this stripping thing more and
more, regardless of where he
is. At our house over the holidays. he found an excuse to
remove his shirt to show his
abs. He's constantly exercising and working out and is
always ready to pull open his
shirt to show the results.
I don't know where exhibitionism at this age leads, but
I'm sure the road is not a healthy
trail to travel. Does all of this
seem normal to you. Abby,
and could you comment on
it? -- CONCERNED IN
BUCKS COUNTY, PA.
DEAR CONCERNED: So,

TodayinHistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Feb. 4.
the 35th day of 2009. There are
330 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 4, 1789, electors chose
George Washington to be the first
president of the United States.
(However, the results of the balloting were not counted in the
U.S. Senate until two months later.)
On this date:
In 1783. Britain declared a formal cessation of hostilities with
its former colonies, the United
States of America.
In 1861, delegates from six
southern states met in Montgomery.
Ala., to form the Confederate States
of America.
In 1932, New York Gov.
Franklin D. Roosevelt opened the
Winter Olympic Games at Lake
Placid.
In 1938. the Thornton Wilder

play "Our Town- opened on Broadway.
In 1941, the United Service
Organizations (USO) came into
existence.
In 1945, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt. British Prime Minister
Winston Churchill and Soviet
leader Josef Stalin began a wartime
conference at Yalta.
In 1948, the island nation of
Ceylon — now Sri Lanka —
became an independent dominion
within the British Commonwealth.
In 1974, newspaper heiress
Patricia Hearst was kidnapped in
Berkeley.Calif., by the Symbionese
Liberation Army.
In 1976. more than 23,000 people died when a severe earthquake
with a magnitude of 7.5 struck
Guatemala, according to the U.S.
Geological Survey.
In 1998, more than 2,300 people were killed when an earth-

quake with a magnitude of 5.9
hit northeast Afghanistan, according to the U.S. Geological Survey.
Ten years ago: In a case that
produced a firestorm of outrage,
Amadou Diallo, an unarmed West
African immigrant, was shot and
killed in front of his Bronx home
by four plainclothes New York
City police officers. Senators at
President Bill Clinton's impeachment trial voted to permit the
showing of portions of Monica
Lewinsky's videotaped deposition.
Gravely ill with lymphatic cancer, Jordan's King Hussein left
the Mayo Clinic in Rochester,
Minn., and was flown home.
Five years ago: The Massachusetts high court declared that
gays were entitled to nothing less
than marriage and that Vermontstyle civil unions would not suffice.

YOUVE 1ooKIN6 AT A illIfEE:PotalT,
6NROSCOPKALLY EcialtPPED CAIASS IS
1131XPENDENI" SUSPENSION(
,
STRoLLER??

DEAR ABBY: My brother,
"Curt," is a 38-year-old rookie cop. We are all proud of
his decision to go to the police
academy and want him to be
successful. The problem is, at
every family function, Curt
thinks it's funny to demonstrate the tactics he uses to make
noncompliant suspects submit.
These actions are unwelcome, and they really hurt.
Curt has used this type of
force on me, my sister and
my children, ages 6 and 8.
When I ask him not to do it
anymore, he laughs. He thinks
it's all a big joke and seems
to enjoy having this power
over other family members.
It is not a joke anymore
If Curt does this again. I'm
afraid I will defend myself,
and then all hell will break
loose. What should I do? -NOT AMUSED IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

South dealer.
North-South vulnerable
NORTH
•94 2
•A Q 1063
•7 5 2
+93
WEST
EAST
•J 7 3
86 5
•K8
•9 7 5 2
•K 104
•Q 9
+J64
.Q10852
SOUTH
•A K 10
91 4
•A J 863
+A K 7
The bidding:
South
West
North East
1•
Pass
I,
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead — use of clubs.
When a defender should cover an
honor with an honor is a question
that cannot be resolved by a universal general rule. The trouble is that
while it's usually best to COVET an
honor with an honor when declarer
seems about to finesse, there are
times when a defender shouldn't do
so.
Actually, the governing principle
is to cover when it is advantageous
and not C(nCT when it is disadvantageous. Admittedly, this doesn't help
much, since the final decision rests
on the defender's judgment, but it's

•••

about as good a rule as can be formulated.
Take this case where West leads,.
club, taken by South with the king..
and South returns the jack of hearts.
Should West cover with the king'?
There can be no doubt that the
answer is yes. To confirm this, let's
suppose West ducks the jack.
Declarer finesses and leads another
heart. West is forced to play the king.
and declarer collects five heart tricks
and makes four notrump.
Now suppose West covers the jack
with the king. Let's assume declarer
wins with the ace and cashes the Q10, hoping for a 3-3 division. When
this does not materialize. South
scores only three heart tricks and
goes down one. This is due to West's
covering the jack, which promotes
Last's nine into a stopper.
West covers because his king is
valueless if he ducks, but serves a
useful purpose if Last has any four
hearts. West can then:five gain something by covering, but he cannot lose.
Observe that if West covers the
jack, South has a countermeasure
available lie allows West's king to
hold the trick, and thus makes four
heart tricks and the contract.
Declarer should not pin his hopes
entirely on a 3-3 heart break. but
should instead guard against a 4-2
division by conceding a trick to the
king.

Tomorrow: How to figure the odds.
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not give specific advice. However, I will briefly explain some
general information including
symptoms, treatment and prognosis.
Symptoms vary from person
to person and from cause to
cause. Some of the more common symptoms include fatigue.
high blood pressure, palpitations,
edema (swelling), cough (caused
by fluid buildup in the lungs
due to heart failure), shortness
of breath and more.
If cardiomyopathy is suspected,a physician would likely order
blood work to check for aneelevated cardiac
mia and
enzymes,as well as imaging studies including a chest X-ray.
echocardiogram, heart ultrasound
and angiography.
Treatment often involves
dietary and behavior modifications and medications. A lowfat, low-salt diet and daily exercise to increase stamina and
heart strength can be extremely beneficial. It is important to
make sure that your doctor
approves of any diet and exercise plan before it is started.
Medications can include those
to lower blood pressure, improve
blood flow, reduce the workload of the heart while improv ing the heartbeat, relieve fluid
buildup and slow the heart rate.
What medications are given
depend on which type of cardiomyopathy your daughter has.
In severe cases, heart transplant may be necessary. There
are a few procedures that can
be done to prolong life until a
heart is available.

ContractBridge

DEAR NOT AMUSED: If
your brother is doing this with
his siblings and their children,
can you imagine what he must
be doing to someone he places
under arrest? Your brother is
getting a kick out of inflicting pain, even if it involves
young children. In other words,
he's sadistic and not very bright.
Inform your brother that if
it happens again you and the
family will pay a visit to the
chief of police in your community and file a report. It is
officers like your brother who
give law enforcement a bad
name.

41 Non-social
person
44 Atom fragment
46 Ess molding
47 Change
52 Thin board
53 Pharaoh s god
54 Southeast Asian
55 Congeals
56 Quick pull
57 Work unit
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I NAVE ANOTHER CLENT WITH A
- HAIRCUT EXACTLY UKE YOURS
_

Dr. Gott

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: My 39year-old daughter is having heart
problems. The doctor says she
has something called cardiomyopathy. She has weak spells and
is always tired. Her doctor had
her on a medication, but it
caused her
blood pressure to go to
low so he
took her off
it. He is now
trying to find
something
else that may
work for her.
Could
you please
explain what
By
Dr. Peter Gott this disease
is, what happens to the body, any treatment
options and what the prognosis
is? I only know that somehow
the heart doesn't pump right.
DEAR READER:Cardiomyapathy is a condition that causes the heart muscle to weaken,
leading to inadequate heart pumping and blood flow, as well as
other problems, such as palpitations.
There are several types of
cardiomyopathy. Each is associated with a different cause.
Some of these types include
alcoholic, dilated, ischemic,
restrictive, toxic, infectious, idiopathic and more. Causes include
alcoholism, heart attacks, viral
infections, lupus, celiac disease,
long-term severe high blood pressure and many others.
Because you don't say what
type your daughter has, I can-

here we have a good-looking
young man who works out
like crazy and has found that
building his body brings him
attention and admiration. Who
can blame him for wanting to
show it off?
That said, there is a time
and place for everything. Tell
Fletcher -- and his parents -that when he is in your home,
you would prefer that he pull
his low-riding pants up and
keep his shirt on because his
exposure embarrasses and concerns you. (What he does in
his own house is his business.)
And while you would prefer that your grandson polish
other aspects of his persona,
perhaps it's time to consider that
this may be thc most distinct
achievement he's capable of.
It isn't the end of the world.
It has led to more than one
career in show business -- and
even politics.
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25 Make a choice
28 Writer
— Bagnold
29 Feeling
30 ' Born Free"
roarer
32 Fact fudger
33 Switch
positions
37 Flour holders
38 Purple
vegetables
39 Loon e g
41 Team setback
42 Gawk at
43 Groovy
45 Cry from
the sty
47 British
rule in India
48 Summer
in Savoie
49 Henn s
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50 Boathouse
gear
51 Holiday cheer
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Coordinator of L ndergraduate Academic
Advising, Center for Academic Advising. Murray
State University_ Full-time. 12 month position starting March. 2I5141 Qualifications: Bachelor's degree
required. Master's degree preferred. Must possess
excellent written and oral/interpersonal communisation skills and strong organizational skills. Must
have a thorough knowledge of academic programs
and University Studies requirements at Murray State
University. Student personnel experience is preferred. Responsibilities: Advises all students who
have not decided on an academic major. Provides a
wide range of services to help the undeclared student to choose a suitable major Coordinates activities to assist students in learning about career chokes. Teaches freshman transitions classes
Coordinates the Bridge Program with area high
schools. Coordinates and leads advising during
Summer Orientation and Great Beginnings
Participates in MSU recruiting events and retention
efforts. Maintains working relationship with university faculty and staff. Assists with other program initiatives as deemed by the associate provost for academic programs. Salary: Minimum, $28,000
Application Deadline: Postmarked by February.
13. 2004. Tn Apply: Send a letter of application.
resume, and contact infomiation of three (3) professional references to Chair. Search Committee for the
Coordinator of Undergraduate Academic Advisir.g.
333 Wells Hall. Murray State University, Murray.
KY 42071. Women and minorities are encouraged
to apply. Murray State University is an equal education and employment opportunity, M/F/D. AA
employer

!

& Screen Printing

New Location
1604 Hwy 121
Bypass N
753-7743
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibilrty whatsoever for their
activities.
LD91 and Found

FOUND: Two dogs,
one Brown male, one
White male. Call to ID
& claim. 753-3213

MCTA is hiring for a Part-time
Transit Driver/Escort

• Must have a strong
work ethic and a
healthy respect to(
confidentiality
• Must be well organized, detail-oriented.
motivated, and require
little supervision
• Ability to read and
interpret regulatory and
procedural documents
• Ability to write reports
and correspondence
and to speak effectively before customers
and employees
• Understanding of statistics and ability to
work with basic mathematical concepts
• Good conceptual and
decision-making skills
Please email resume
to
OCIabtech@gmail.co

medical attention. 1702
Magnolia Dr. Call
762-7354 reward.

We are looking for a person that has- integrity, a
good work ethic, sense of responsibility.
Qualifications are:
.Must be at least 21 years old

lisip Wanted
DIRECTOR
of
Resource
Development, MurrayCalloway

County

United Way

'No moving (traffic) violations in the past 2 years
qslo drug or alcohol charges within 7 years.
All qualified applicants must pass a pre-employment
testing before being considered any further.
.130T Physical

.11301 Drug and Alcohol Test
<Minna' Record Check

TITLE VI NOTICE OF PROTECTIONS

MCC United Way is
looking for an enerexperienced
getic,
fundraising professional who can help us
achieve our mission to
mobilize the caring
power of individuals
and organizations to
create positive. sustainable changes in our
community. Working
with local businesses
and leadership donors,
you will provide leadership, planning and execution of our fundraising activities. For a
position
complete
description
see:
http.I.,www.mccunitedSend
way.coml
resumes to United
Way, 607 Poplar St.,
Murray. KY 42071 by
February 20, 2009.

AGAINST DISCRIMINATION

Please submit application at Murray
Calloway Transit Authority located at 1111
Transit Way. 753-9725

Mediaan

Pre-Employment Drug Screen and Background
Check conducted

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank yoo.

helpKENNEL
CLEANING, cleaning,
cleaning, powerspraying, help with feeding &
grooming westies.
www.kenlakes-westies.corn. Students welcome. Will provide
transportation in city
limits. 759-4556
MASSAGE Therapist
needed Call (2701
767-0760 for more info
Mon-Th..ir 9 00-3 00

MI- 1/1.11 I iSi 1/, Vir F1)1 -11 OPP(/14TIINIT3 EMP1 iOYF 14

hardworking
TWO
ladies will do light
housework to deep
cleaning Call for free
estimate 752-0406

°
Rosiness
Opportunity
For Sale or Lease
1.8 Acres with 4400
square foot block
buliding
Hwy 641 South
Murray.
Suitable for
church,retail.
office, restaurant. 3BR,
IBA living quarters.
Contact OBAR
293-3232

Help Wanted

Help Wanted
FACILITIES
MAINTENANCE.
Jones Lang LaSalle seri
MOBILE FACI1 1
•
TECHNICIANS
form facility mit
& repair Julie- •
client in the Mi.,
Cep tor imia 1. , • •
maintenance. Oiler:MR
repaIr Or RON
electroal equip 3,
Commercial tailmaint cop req . 1
centiMation prel'd

•
I,
iI ,

Great benefits. ...imp..
,
sehicle. & %noir
home throe Eat
including salary ream .1124411 1144,,. appls • •
line & reterence lob rit.
at
roneslanglihalle

KELLERS Computers
is seeking qualified

sales personnel to
work with local businesses Must be energetic and be able to
close a deal 436-5933

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

140

MARKETING
Pleasant voices nceded for easy phone
work. No selling.
Immediate full/part
time positions. Work
Monday-Friday. $7$16 per-hour. Paid

weekly. Call 762-9900
Laboratory
OC
Technician needed to
support food manufacturing operation. Will
conduct basic and new
product R&D. lab testing, inspections,
audits. Must be a team
player, professional,
and proactive at developing ideas to continuously improve the system.
Skills/Requirements:
College
degree required
(bench level chemistry
a plus)
• 2 Years related work
experience, familiarity
with batch production
is highly desirable

(no more than two people per
picture and no more than 15 words)
$8 more for a double spot

LOVELINE - $10 EACH
(no more than 25 words)

Peadline for receipt
of photos fr love
lines is Friday,
February 6 at 5FM.

Happy Valentine's Day
Kobe
Love You
Aunt Ash

Mail information, payment, and sender's name and phone number to
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071 or come by the office at 1001 Whiffle!! Ave, Murray
between 7:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.

LARGE

160
Furnishings

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

401 Maple St.
We sell new &

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air

used furniture at
great deals
(270) 761-7653

Accepting Applications
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques
Rood Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361
270
Mobile Homes For Sale

-OWNER FinanceNo credit check
private
Singiewide
country setting dose to
lake. 213 Primrose.
New Concord, KY.
$1,500
$34,900„
down. Call Ruthie
270-753-2222.
YEAR End Clearance
20%-50% of all lot
model homes! First
come first served'
731-584-9429

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th,
Murray_

12X65, $200 month+
Deposit No dogs
436-2096
NICE 2 BR, no pets
753-9866

\I

It "Nlx. I('‘HS
•N‘ ill Pick -tip

753-5500
USED motor oil pickup
Drum exchange
270-436-2215

WANTED hunting land
o lease. 5-6 family
members looking for
300-500ac private farm
land wThardwoods to
lease for hunting
Calloway County or
surrounding
areas
Please call with suggestions or offers 706265-2466

150

Articles
For Sale
Accepting new
patients, ALWAYS,

Eyecare
Specialties
Dr Kevin Adams

270-759-2500
All line

ads placed
in our

paper are
postui
•
our livebsitit
for free!

!Meats For Rent
[
E
A!
1 BR apt, venous loa
cations. Coleman RE.
Move in free days.
753-9898
1 BR, all appliances, 1
year tease, deposit, no
pets,
university
Heights Sub. $325
monthly. 753-4937 M
F, 8-5.
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR & 2BR apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets.
753-2905
2BR. 1 5BA, no pets.
$475 monthly
293-5423

[
II
1L-Torikint

TOWNHOUSES to
rent. 3 & 4 BR 2.5 BA
oven
refngerator.
stove, washer & drye
included. Close to
Murray State $630$840 a month First
month 1/2 oft Call 270348-0458.

Office Hours 8 a.m. -12 p.m..6

www.murraykyapartments.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETSI

Check us out
on the Web!
wine rnurniyledger.com

Want to Buy

kI-;' u I
FAH IS

060

060

ow .Zove

PICTURES - $12 EACH

SELECTION
USED Alfirk/AIK“S

(270) 753-1713
DON'T have time for
deep cleaning? Call
mer Very reasonable
rates. 227-6535 Day or
night

E.E.O.

Mediacom is seeking Installers to install cable services within the Benton area. Responsibilities will
include installation, troubleshooting service problems, maintenance, and selling and promoting broadband services. Truck & tools provided The successful applicant will possess a strong technical aptitude,
physical ability to lift up to 75 pounds. and the ability to work in all weather conditions. A satisfactory
driving record is required. Mediacom offers a competitive wage in addition to a comprehensive benefit
package. High School Diploma or equivalent and
strong communication skills are essential for success.
Applications accepted until position is filled via the
following method: careers mediacomcc.com

Haier front loader
washer & dryer. Great
for apartment or RV.
Like new must sell.
978-5005

cwAl ~dear O

605 f.s(*ii.tiol SI

•Vahd KY Driver's License
•High-School Diploma or GEL)

060

Appliances

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
5406 70--v 4"1
'"/"
41P4

‘
1
050
1 44
0"

LOST: 1/31/09 7:30pm.

Small, brown. female
dog
Chihuahua
weights 5 lb.., needs

SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
including
models
Sony's Best XBR
series. On display for
free delivery & set-up,
surround
custom
sound installation also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action.
Murray
Telephone
Electronics, Inc., corner of 8th and Arcadia.
(270)753-7567.

VISA

1BR apt. private, free
standing with stairs.
411-1/2 S. 8th St. $275
monthly plus secunty.
270-474-2520.

2 BR, 1 BA $475
monthly. $100 cash if
lease signed before
3/01. 227-7055
2 BR. 2 BA. no pets
406 Bambi Ct North
270-841-5653,
270-376-2746
2BR apt. partially furnished, some utilities
no
pets.
paid,
$290/mo. 767-9037
2BR duplex, nice.
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations, Coleman RE
753-9898
3 BR brick 2 full BA,
appliances, large deck,
and lawn service. Quiet
neighborhood.
227-5173.
4 BR, 2 BA,

all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898

New one bedroom. Appliances,
trash,
sewer,
water,
electnc included
$550/mo.
(270)492-8211
HAZEL

LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus C/H/A, W&D,
$600- 2 people. $6753 people, water,
sewage & trash furnished, no pets
(270)293-3710

A411K1M0015 '01

Rooms for rent $250
includes utilities, cable,
intarnet
No
pets.
smoke free 759-4335
for Intr.,

Bedroom, 2 Bath
completely
House,
remodeled, centralheav air. washer/dryer,
all appliances furnished, quiet location
near the lake, no inside
non-smoking,
pets,
$650 00 per month,
smoking $650 00 per
one year lease, deposit
month. one year lease.
and
references
deposit and references
required. 753-5719.
required 753-5719
2 BR, very nice.
Coleman RE.
Nerd to pirtee an ad? 753-9898
2

VERY Nice Large, 2
Bedroom, 2 Bath
Duplex, completely
remodeled, central
hear and air.
washer/dryer. all appliances furnished, great
location no pets, non-

Murray Ladow 3 Times
270-753-1916

4BR, IBA adjacent to
MSU. $700/mo plus
deposit. 436-5085.

Rent

LARGE. very nice 2
bedroom, 1 12 bath
townhouse with all
appliances including
microwave and washer & dryer. $495/mo.
NEW - 7,000 sq. ft. Industrial building
(270)759-5885 or
(270)293-7085.
for rent / lease on East Chestnut Ext.
LIKE new, 1BR apt, all
Call
appliances, 1706 &
1707 Brooklyn Dr.
for more information.
270-559-9080 Of leave
message.
NICELY remodeled
2BR duplex, all appli- a
ances furnished, no a
pets. $400 414 N. 8th a
a
St. 489-2741
a
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts. e
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
a
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Home Delivery
Local Mail
Equal Housing
$30.00
3 mo.
Opportunity
.355.00
6 mo.
$6.3.00
TDD #1 800-648 6056
$105.00 6 mo.
I yr...
........$110.00
1
yr.
......
NOW renting several
exceptionally nice.
All Other Mail
Rest of KY/'I'N
large 1 bedrooms,
.6 Buchan..
Subscriptions
unfurnished and
a r Punch
newly constructed
$70.50 3
a 3 mo
ft me.
$96.00
($375 includes
6
microwave). All appli$145.00
1
1 yr.
ances including washVisa
M/C
er, dryer, and dishMoney Order
I Check
washer. Availabilities in
February. 759-5885 or
Name
293-7085
St. Address
SMALL 1 BR apt.
City
Water paid. $265 per
month. No pets. One
State _
person only. 753-5980.
Daytime Ph
IF 1111 1111F 111,1
Mail this coupon with payment to
•

270-759-4851

4011P

LEDGER&TIMES

OH Fill NO S l'F
At AIM
\
11 1
11.14 1/11 Fiiir riri

Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
1
I.

Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916
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EITM EXCAVATING,LLC

NEON BEAc
:
IsTORAGE.

New 2-4
Bedroiont homes
in Riled-1dd
Estates.
Nlatt Jennings
293-7872

MINI

•

4I

'late Cont
• Electricity
812 Whitnell Ave.

We Buy
Houses!
Fast Cash Offer
Stop Foreclosure
761-HOME

753-3853

MBC Storage
Wi-

761/10ME.COM

storage units
;(-1 behind

DAVIS Handiwork s
We've expanded
Smell come repairs
rooting siding, storm
dear up S home buildiri4 to sot lots available
north of Murray.
(270)227-9484

With interior Lights.

HOUSTON
ELECTRIC

14, 15, 16 inch
Starting at $20
mounted

753-2905 ;

Call 753-5606
I Commerical Prop For]
Rent
Sport Utility Vehicles
I
14oidil Store in Hazel
2001 Ks Sportaae
SF
,s 960
Runs great
"
5' :orch
270-978-1350
rice. Great for
wins instaurant.

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal.
stump grinding. firewodrt Insured
45

HALL'S WASIL
MANAGEMENT
.pcidtc,1
7.1;9- I 151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Hamilton Granite
& Marble
3301 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087
Tyler Minded.• 7113
Display Noisis:8011-3 30

USED TIRES

North 19th

iii

Steve Dublin
Construction
Custom Home
Building
Remodeling
293-8919

DNJ HANDYMAN
For all your stow
clean-up & reed
needs 270-293-5438

Business Center

I

NIurray Ledger & Times

270-227-3574
wriwhoustonelectricco.com
ICE storm yard cleanup Free estimates
753-4301

JOE'S Joss
Snieifhtn1sChottl
rcirair;& yen( rk
S-eriior friendly,
-53.4144 •

227-5644

LAWN & brush

up 293-8576

clean-

Express Leaf Iteast,i-fT1
Its
West IKI Leunscapes

227-8414
No Disposal Fees!
Worry Free,
krasesable law

David's Home
Improvement
LLC
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeiing S Prionbing

Limb & Tree clean-up
& removal (270)2270906
LIMB & tree problems?
15yrs. service. Senior
discount.
citizen
Lowest price guarantee. Removal also
Vim 753-2594 or
1153

New locator'
5113 Moin St
No* Owner
Erre Rabens
KAMP+ & Callow./

Spirt Weer

SIMMONS
Home
Handyman
Carpentry Service. Will
do tree clean up. Call
Don 519-8570.

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
ST OHM ,c..1,1 up, tracwork, hauling.
tor
prices,
Reasonable
free estimates.
753-5482.

LAMB'S
PROFESSIONAL
TREE SERVICE
Storm Clean-up
(270)293-8377
(270)436-2867
TREE Clean-up

No pay until fob done.
(270)556-4698 anytime

• Trackhoe • Elackhoe • Dozer
• Ponds • Driveways • Clearing
• Septic Systems • Demolition
We deliver gravel, fill dirt.
topsoil, white rock and pond clay.
227-3032 Bobby
293-1991 Tripp
753-7646 after 6 pm
120
Services Offered

Services Offered

Tree
YEARRY'S
Service. Free estimates. Phone 4362562. 227-0267

Need help
Promoting your

TRENT Tree Service
Insured,
bonded,
Complete
licensed
Tree Removal chipping, remove debris,
top trees. Free estimates. 270-293-4675
or 678-557-2064.

Business?

Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger &

PUREBRED Australian
Shepherd 1 yr. old to

Times

give away to a good
home. 753-6578,
435-669-5814.

270-753-1916

Ice Skating At Last

tit A

C, 492 8211

offices aria office
avaable

,..corit to MSU $200
• -I up Including unitrestrooms.
conference
more Century
'Bar-4er RE
2421

.

2009 Pontiac Co
Prix GP gray. tI

Nfinistorage
%II sio • I
lit %out 0,
Ott) hi

trOg:2NIll.

.1p,11

73.t059

94

STORA(4._ and
Pn orekr4e
(

MINI
WAREHOUSE
10x19 10x24
Ask about
our specials
753-3119

AKC registered Husky
puppies $500
270-226-9507
DOG Obedience.
436-2858
TREEING Feist puppies 6wks. old Great
pupures,sguirrel dogs.
270-293-9966
410
Public Sale

Services Offered
L&M
•
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

YOUR AD

COULD RR
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.08
A MONTH
CALL 753491111
Hill FIt

t Tie

24 HOUR SERVICE
Re. ( iiin & Ind
I in
& Insured
\II lobs

big or small

753-9562
,

Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning. hrulirig. ,itc
Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
ml garages gutters.
unit & tree work
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Remodeling Roofing
Repairs Storm Clean-

up. No ittl.
_ censed

,mall

Insured

227-261/

660
Manes For Sale
•

Finance**
Credit Check.

IBA

y

.felerf. qui, 1 cOuritr y ,
,eit,ny close to

Tearnse.
Concord.
95C rilwn

5,0*/ 5g.
build*"atieriat
and 7c61.
billiard tables
60%-161111i all

AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Sagging floors
*Roof teaks
•Sheetrock
*Decks
No job too small
227-9641
ALL Carpentry
Construttior
*Homes *Rem,
• Der ks .St rnooeci
Pori hes •G :rage,
vrt
iisagg,no
Floor,•fi
Darnagy.

qj

Mobile

Licerisel
new construction
,,EJt nBA www
wi ,tesr riecontractors

978-417

Lyrr, Great
,se
ri,aftenvillP

270

11511

t ioadid

ANNE 1 f f
,corri, ii
9 r Mut, f
Will taro, 1.1',,
Itinter,
'

Dexter
11311 2 5 NH

REPAIR
SERVICE II PARTS

rub open
h lots 'I win
al tour
II., f
'• 0,9

754'
,,
GI
II r

APPLIANCE

•

To email paw od.

•*,*•mumoyhalliProom

9 f • any
, ft
•rt,e1

Str,1
W711,

,

,,,efigosekot noel
•or

(AA)(
lot 1st ^

Funds available
t:iiyers who own land
our' family land!
.1 r.or easy financing!
143-6737

Martha
Finney Andrus
Guest Writer

2002 16 1/28. Grizzly
aluminum boat and
trailer. 40 horse Nissan
depth finders. Trolley
motor. 54.000
293-0773.

Photo provided

SPECIAL AWARD: David Foley, left, was presented the
Outstanding Citizen Award for 2008, by Woodmen of the
World Lodge 728. Making the presentation was luta Hutson,
right.

No, that does nr . ler to me hut to the
thousands of Dutch who, after waiting the
past 10 years, were finally able to put on
their ice skates and take to the rivers and
canals. Since I never learned to ice skate. I decided that at
my age. this was not the time to learn. Rather I spent time
snapping pictures and watching all the excitement as the Dutch
glided by me.
As you can see in this picture. it was a beautiful, picturesque sight of frozen rivers and canals and white capped trees.
We had about two weeks of freezing temperatures yet for the
most part, the sun would shine every' day and no sign of the
horrid wind that we normally experience.

753-1816 2274611

CHAVIS REAL
ESTATE I AUCTION
3011N. 12th St
(270) 761-7253
(270) 705-4479
Tommy Chews
Broker/Auctioneer

No

Tulip
Talk

Oasts & Rotors

Pets & Supplies

X

$11500

miles

270-293-4406
2005 Grand Pnx GT
fully loaded 'nee. fro,
tires, excellent
hon. 510.500
270 753-0051

M.—It

11
th„ Jil115
10.11/,

Sakk & loskiallatum
WO dank WOW nk cask

753-77214

ail

Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You might be pushing too
Thursday. Feb. 5. 2009:
This year, the unexpected rides hard and annoying an associate
in from out of left field. You'll or someone in your daily life. You
learn to deal with unpredictabil- could wonder why you are
behaving in this manner.
ity well if you keep your eye on
Perhaps you are resentful of
the big picture. Creativity fills in someone at work; it is coming off
when you cannot find a solution. like this. Tonight: A must appearMany feel that you are ingenious ance.
in the way that you come up LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
with solutions. Avoid high risks, ***** Take the high road in
_even if you are lucky this year. any situation. When you deal
Curb a sweet tooth. If you are with others in this manner, their
single. you'll meet people with response is off. Listen to news
ease. Don't declare someone to with openness. The question
remains: Do you want to cross
be "it." Date for at least a year. If this line? Only you know for sure.
a relationship doesn't feel right. Tonight: Expect to be up till the
it probably isn't. If you are wee hours.
attached, the two of you could
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
become much closer with ***** You might want to
secluded getaways and nurtur- approach a situation involving a
ing. Never forget your goals. key associate differently. Though
you might not be as sure of yourCANCER makes a great healer.
self as you might like, you will be
able to approach what up till now
The Stars Show the Kind of
has been protected emotionally
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: by another person. Tonight:
•4 Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so: Togetherness becomes a theme.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** You might want to take
***** You might be filled with the lead, but find that others are
energy
and vivaciousness. faster, quicker or ahead of the
Others don't know what hit you game. Think in terms of a win- or them, for that matter. The
win. Carrying less responsibility
unexpected occurs when you
might be nice! Tonight: Say yes.
expect
it.
Communication
least
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
might need deciphering! Tonight: **** Dig into a project as if
Chill with a friend. Catch up on there is no tomorrow. In fact, this
news.
much drive is unlikely to appear
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
again for a substantial amount of
*** Expenses could startle time. Recognize a gift by acting
you Talk is cheap; dress as a on it. You might have a lot to concynic Your creativity flourishes, sider right now. Tonight: A slew of
especially when brainstorming
invitations offers many possibiliwith a friend or in a meeting. ties. How nice.
Feelings are intense and difficult
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Detach and don't worry. Tonight: ***** Work? you ask. What
Go with a last-minute invitation.
is that? Whatever you choose to
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
focus on becomes a major pre*****
Your
spunk
is occupation.
Enjoying
the
admirable. you are on top of your moment to this level is important
game Consider different options to the quality of your life. Listen
moo. carefully listen to your to others, and enjoy their differirtsfitii Is with a money matter
ences. Tonight: Add fun into the
Lilo- time to assess the liabiliMIX
ties Ask for feedback from the
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
experts Tonight' Let your hat, **** Settle in and try to get a
down
job or project completed. You
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
just might need to close your
a** Mosey along at a slow door and screen your calls, then
•.1.4d1r1 Don't fudge yourself so you'll get a lot done -- and quite
lit,,hly and think positively A
quickly at that. Tame a self-indulcould be testing your gent streak, or else you could be
t,atience
New
beginnings sorry. Tonight: Nap and then
htti rime possible Tonight Nap. decide.
-rIrt you will feel like a new perBORN TODAY
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Actor, comedian Red Buttons
a* Aini high and know 11919). Hall-of-Famer Henry
you want Investigate what "Hank" Aaron (1934), Illinois
"iii 14on with others A meetGov. Adlai Stevenson Jr. (1900)
I,them air out their opalioyv von see a situation Jacqueline Bigar is on the
011C0 y011 gain
Internet at http://www.jacquetor standing Don t let your linebigarcom.
Iii order damage a Hoorn - (e) 2009 by King Features
t • id tonight make it early
Syndicate Inc

I was captivided by watching the different variations ot
how the Dutch skate. The children learn to ice skate using
skates that fit over their regular shoes and lean on a chair to
glide on the ice and learn to control the skates. Some mothers took the opportunity to skate while pushing their baby in
a carriage.

There are many ducks and swans that live on the rivet,
and canals. In order to help them while the waterways were

frozen, the locals will make large holes in the H.
At present, the ice has melted but the two weeks that
every-thing was frozen was thoroughly enjoyed by the Dutch.
young and old. Some government agencies gave their employees a "skating day". Of course, there were those who were a
little too excited and couldn't wait a few days for the water
to freeze enough to be safe, so throughout the country.. there
were reports of many people having to be rescued after falling
through the ice. Ice skating is a lone tune tradition in the
Netherlands but one that most Dutch have not been able to
enjoy for many years.

et-.

Make your dream
come true in 21 days!
Call us for

your -gold package"
of seller and buyer incentives.

GREAT DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

21 DAYS ONLY
EXCLUSIVELY FROM CENTURY 21

270-753-1492
Eao, zdece POecardenIS

t. 1 111 °petaled

SPORTS

WEDNESDAY,
FEBRUARY 4, 2009

4ww.murrayledger.com
716

SECTION
sportsPmurrayledgercom
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Brockman mulling multiple options

ay

GARLAND SET TO INK WITH HARDING
THURSDAY; OTHER STARS WEIGH DECISIONS
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Calloway County quarterback Casey
Brockman delivers a pass during the Lakers'
game at Hopkins County Central in October.
As of today's National Signing Day,
Brockman has three scholarship offers on
the table but is waiting to hear from
Memphis, Tennessee Tech and Austin Peay.

PREP HOOPS ROUNDUP
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After week's
hiatus,
roundball
returns
CCHS, MHS
PLAY FRIDAY
KAM Nowt
; After a hiatus of more than a week, high
:school basketball will make its return to the
Murray/Calloway County area this weekend.
Calloway athletic director Josh McKeel
confirmed Wednesday morning that his
!teams' doubleheader at Graves County is set
for Friday night and will be played at
Graves. The boys will tip things off at 6
p.m. with the girls to follow at 7:30.
: At Murray, athletic director David Fields
id Thursday's homecoming doubleheader
against Community Christian should proFeted as planned. Festivities will begin at
:5:30 p.m. with the boys set to tip off at 6
m. and the girls to follow at 7:45.
Murray's Friday night doubleheader at
Marshall County has been postponed until
;next week and will likely be played either
Feb. 13 or 14. In its place. Fields has
:secured Friday night games for both the
Tigers and Lady Tigers.
The girls will host Hopkinsville at Tiger
:Gym at 6 p.m. while the boys will take on
Fulton City at 7:30.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
ROUNDUP

Former UK
coach Mumme
has cancer
muMME UNDERGOES
A PROCEDURE AT
MARKE'Y CANCER

CENTER TODAY
By JEFFREY lAcMURRAY
Associated Press Writer
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Former
Kentucky and New Mexico State football
coach Hal Mumme said he stubbornly waited until the conclusion of a stressful season
to get tested for prostate cancer, despite the
advice of team doctors and his cancer-surviving wife that he do it earlier.
With the biopsy on Jan.9 confirming the
worst fears from earlier blood tests, the
coach said Tuesday he considers himself
fortunate that his delay was merely "stupid"
rather than deadly.
On Wednesday. Mumme will undergo a
procedure at the University of Kentucky's
Markey Cancer Center that doctors believe
will stop the disease before it spreads.
Should all go according to plan. Mumme,
who has been unemployed since New
,Mexico State fired him in December, can
:resume his search for a new coaching job as
:early as this spnng.
But first, the coach said he wanted to
share his story with hopes that it will inspire
.other men to get tested more quickly than he
:did. He held a news conference Tuesday.
!flanked by his daughter, Karen Handel. and
'Stephen Sirup. the UK doctor who will pertorm the procedure.
IN See MUMME,2C

He hopes to make a decision within the next
IY TONEY OW/0
two weeks.
Sports Writer
"I'm still waiting on the bigger schools,- he
As thousands of high school athletes across the
country ink their names to Letters of Intent today, said Monday. "After Signing Day, it can open up
Calloway County's biggest football prospect con- more if they don't get the guys they want and are
looking for somebody else. But it's been a long,
tinues to weigh his options.
Laker quarterback Casey Brockman already exhausting process and I don't feel like dragging
has four scholarship offers on the table from it on much longer."
As of late Monday, Brockman already had
schools ranging from NCAA Division 11 10 NAIA.
but Calloway's 3,000-yard passer is holding out in scholarship offers from Division II schools
hopes of offers from Memphis as well as OVC Southwest Baptist in Bolivar, Mo.. and Harding in
Searcy. Ark., as well as NAIA Lambuth
members Tennessee Tech and Austin Peay.
Brockman was contacted by Memphis, the University, located in Jackson. Tenn. He also has
only Bowl Subdivision school to show interest, been promised an offer from Lindsey Wilson
shortly after Christmas. Most of his contact with College in Columbia.
Southwest Baptist was the first school to forthe Tigers, who play in Conference USA, has
been through Murray native Justin Crouse, the mally offer Brockman on Jan. 19. Harding quickly followed and Larnbuth made its official pitch to
team's Director of Player Personnel.
Tennessee Tech and Austin Peay have also the All-State third-teamer on Monday.
While Brockman remains hopeful he'll hear
maintained regular contact. and Brockman is
waiting to hear if he will receive an offer from from a Division I school, he says an offer from
Memphis or an OVC school wouldn't make the
either school.
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decision any easier.
"When I first heard from Memphis. 1 was just
kind of awestruck and set on going there.- he said.
-But looking at it realistically, it is a bigger school
and I might never get to play. I'll be a small fish
in a big pond. so it's going to be a hard decision."
Still, he acknowledges a chance to dress for the
Tigers, who play at 62,000-seat Liberty Bowl
Memorial Stadium would be hard to pass up.
"I wouldn't even expect to play until my senior
year. if at all." he said. "But the chance to play
Division I. go to a bowl game, go to SEC schools
and play. it's hard to turn down that kind of opportunity."
In the meantime. Brockman is focusing on the
offers he has secured. All three schools run
offenses that would fit the pro-style passer's
game.
•See PREPS,2C

MISSISSIPPI STATE 66, KENTUCKY 57

LOIL ISVILLE 78.
SYRACUSE 57

Please
BULLDOGS OVERCOME SIZE DISADVANTAGE BY MAKING 14 3-POINTERS
By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON. Ky. (API —
Mississippi State coach Rick Stansbury
shook his head a little bit while looking
at the stat sheet, marveling at how the
dominated
Bulldogs
undersized
Kentucky 66-57 on Tuesday night.
"We probably played better than we
are,- Stansbury said.
Maybe Stansbury is underestimating
his quickly improving club.
Phil Turner scored a career-high 18
points and all four of Mississippi State's
starting guards reached double figures as
the Bulldogs 115-7. 5-2 Southeastern
Conference) won at Rupp Arena for the
first time in 14 years. Raven' Johnson
added 17 points. Barry Stewart had 13
and Dee Bost had 10 points and four
assists for Mississippi State.
"We've brought some pretty good
teams in here and lost, a lot of good
teams come in here and lose." Stansbury
said.
The Bulldogs might not be good —
not yet — but they were more than good
enough to beat the suddenly reeling
Wildcats. Kentucky (16-7, 5-3) has lost
three straight after briefly cracking the
Top 25 a week ago.
"Our situation is everybody has to
play better," Kentucky coach Billy
Gillispie said.
Including, incredibly, stars Jodie
Meeks and Patrick Patterson. Meeks
managed just 15 points — 10 below his
season average — before leaving late in
the second half with a broken tooth.
Patterson faced double and triple teams
any time he touched the ball and finished with 15 points and nine boards.
"(Meeks) is a great player and
(Patterson) is a great player," Turner
said."We were just daring someone else
to step up and beat us."
Nobody did. While Patterson and
Meeks combined to shoot 12 of 27 from
the floor (44 percent). the rest of the
team made just 9 of 32128 percent)field
goals.
"We haven't played like we did early
ED REINKE AP
in the season and (in) the SEC,"
Patterson said. "We are starting to lose Mississippi State players, from left. Phil Turner, Barry Stewart and Ravern
that type of swagger and that type of Johnson celebrate late in the second half Tuesday against Kentucky in
mentality and attitude that we had earli- Lexington. Mississippi State won the game 66-57.
er. We just have to turn it all around."
Trying to find a way over, around or push the lead to 61-45 with 3:05 to play you're going to play small, you've got to
through Mississippi State center Jarvis to send the fans streaming into the chilly win the war, and I thought we won the
war playing small."
Varnado may have had to do with February night.
Mississippi State reserve forwards
Kentucky's struggles. Varnado shook off
"It's a really big win," Johnson said.
a foul-plagued first half to finish with "Not too many people come into Rupp Brian Johnson and Elgin Bailey returned
from a one-game suspension for curfew
six points, 12 rebounds and seven and beat Kentucky."
The Bulldogs hadn't done it since violations, but did little to give Varnado
blocks.
"He was huge in the second half." 1995. but pulled off their third straight any help, combining for one rebound
Stansbury said.
win over the Wildcats by making 14-of- and three missed shots.
Not that Varnado needed help
So were the rest of the Bulldogs, who 27 3-pointers, more than overcoming a
patrolling the lane. Using his massive
never trailed and responded whenever distinct size disadvantage.
the Wildcats threatened to get back in it.
The 6-foot-1 Turner, matched up with wingspan to get his hands on anything
Kentucky trailed by as much as 13 the 6-9 Stevenson for most of the night, that came into the lane. Varnado was all
the inside presence the Bulldogs needed.
before pulling within 45-42 on a dunk more than held his own.
Yet Mississippi State proved it's
by Perry Stevenson with more than 10
Turner grabbed eight rebounds, two
minutes left. Varnado responded with a more than Stevenson, and had little trou- more than just the stringy Varnado.
The Bulldogs took control late in the
dunk off a nifty feed from Bost. The ble getting his jumper over Stevenson's
Whenever first half with their center watching from
hands.
teams exchanged 3s before Bost hit a outstretched
layup and followed with a deep 3-point- Stevenson would take another step out the bench after picking up his second
er to push the lead to 55-45 with 5:45 to guard him. Turner would take one foul. Mississippi State finished the half
with a 14-5 run punctuated by four 3remaining.
more step back and knock it down.
The Wildcats came up empty on their
"You're not going to win that war pointers, including back-to-back 3s by
next two possessions. Turner and that often," Stansbury said. "We were Johnson that had the Wildcats well on
Johnson drilled two more 3-pointers to just trying to neutralize him. But if their way to a third straight loss.

TIM EASLEY AP

Angel McCoughtry, right,
of
defense
the
splits
Syracuse's Nicole Michael.
left, and Tasha Harris during
the first half Tuesday in
Louisville.

Not
pretty,
but
productive
MCCOUGHTRY
SCORES 18 IN
CARDINAL
VICTORY'
By MALCOIJA C. KNOX
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Despite an off shooting night by
Louisville's best player, the
Cardinals still put together a
convincing victory to hold on to
second place in the Big East.
Angel McCoughtry scored 18
points, four below her average,
and was 6-of 15 from the field,
but she also had a career-high 20
rebounds and five other players
scored in double-figures for No.
5 Louisville in a 78-57 victory
over Syracuse on Tuesday night.
The double-double was
McCoughtry's 10th of the season.
Deseree' Byrd of the
Cardinals (21-2. 8-1 Big East)
had 12 points and tied her
career-high with 10 assists and
Candyce Bingham had 11 points
and II rebounds.
goodness!"
my
"Oh
McCoughtry said, looking at the
box score after the game. "I'm
just so proud. I really am. Oh my
goodness'
It was the first time the scoring was spread around like that
for the Cardinals this season.
"That'll normally give you a
good night.- Cardinals coach
Jeff Walz said.
It was the Cardinals' 16th
win in 17 games, the lone blemish, a blowout loss at No. 1
Connecticut.
Even if his star player doesn't
have a big scoring game. Vs'atz
said he knows McCoughtry has
other ways to help the team and
she makes it easier for everyode
else.
"I'd love to play with the
•See UofL, 2C
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UT pays new football staff NFL type money
By BEIM RUCKER
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE,
Tenn. (AP) Tennessee's new football coaching staff has
the feel of an NFL staff both in pedigree and
in payroll.
Al a time when the university is struggling to make ends meet, the athletic department increased the salary of its football
coaches by 13 percent to $5.3 million for the
2009 season.
The increase goes to the staff of new
Tennessee coach Lane Kiffin. the fonner
Oakland Raiders coach. Kiffin's $2 million
salary is a less than his predecessor Philip
Fulmer. but his assistants-including father
and defensive coordinator Monte Kiffin„ and
recruiting coordinator Ed Orgeron - will
make $1.1 million more than their predeces-
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sors.

They will be the highest-paid staff of
assistants in the Southeastern Conference.
"When your neighbor's enduring hard
times is not the time to flash your Cadillac in
the driveway," said Tennessee Gov. Phil
Bredesen. who serves as the Chairman of the
Board of Trustees at Tennessee.
The self-funding athletic department
gave $4.5 million of its $5 million surplus
last year to academic programs, but the university is facing up to $100 million in budget cuts because of falling state revenue.
School officials are considering eliminating
up to 700 positions, a large tuition increase
and program cuts.
The department's operating budget is
$87.8 million, and football drives the whole
machine.
It's not public money, so I guess I can't
complain too much," Bredesen said. "But it
does pain me to see the athletic department
obviously living high while some of the academic departments are facing some very
tough times. I would hope they would be a
little sensitive to that fact."
University President John Petersen has
asked athletic director Mike Hamilton to
examine how to make the athletic department more financially efficient, with the
idea that more money could be returned to
academics.
The department spends nearly $1.4 million per year on academic scholarships for
2,400 non-athletes. In the fall, the athletics
staff cut $2.5 million from its budget, and
Hamilton took a 5 percent pay cut to his
$274,575 salary worth $13,729.
Hamilton hired Kiffin in December after
firing Fulmer. His department is buying out

AIR

New Tennessee football coach Lane Kiffin
Fulmer's contract for $6 million over the
next four years.
' The 33-year-old Kiffin cleaned house and
immediately began hiring a new staff with
several assistants coming from the NFL,
where salaries tend to run higher than at the
collegiate level.
Monte Kiffin, the former Tampa Bay
Buccaneers defensive coordinator, will
make $1.2 million this season- nearly 3.5
times more than his predecessor.
Hamilton said he was only going to make
that kind of salary available to Monte Kiffin,
who was reportedly making around $2 million in the NFL.
Orgeron, Lane Kiffin's other premier
hire, will make $650,000 this year. Orgeron
comes from the New Orleans Saints, where
he was an assistant after three seasons as
head coach at Mississippi.
Fulmer's two highest-paid assistants,
defensive coordinator John Chavis and
offensive coordinator Dave Clawson, both
made $340,000 in 2008.
"In order to generate (the athletic)

income they have to do whatever they need
to do to attract people to buy tickets, donate
money and the like, so they balance the
amount of expenditure they do to the return
they get on it so they can keep a budget
that's certainly a positive budget," Petersen
said. "Obviously, part of that is putting a
competitive team on the field and winning."
The previous staff of assistants was set to
make a combined $2.2 million in 2009,
while the new staff will make a combined
$3.3 million. Alabama had the highest paid
assistant coaches in 2008 with a $2.41 million payroll.
"We chose a little bit different model to
allow lane to hire the right kind of staft
around him to be able to have the kind of
success we need to have in football,"
Hamilton said.
Paul Finebaum, a Birmingham. Ala.based columnist and syndicated radio show
host who has been following SEC sports for
more than two decades, noted that Nick
Saban had won a national championship at
LSU when Alabama made him the first $4
million coach in January 2007.

Tuesday s Scores
By The Associated Press
Boys Basketball
Allen Co • SCOtisx 'lie 70. Todd Co
Central 53
Bowling Green 75 University Heights 70
Bullitt East 66 Lou DuPont Manual 62
Casey Co 63 Russell Co 43
Central Hardin 80 Fort Knox 60
Corbin 75 Wilkamstivrg 34
Cumberland Co 70 Warren East 65
Franklin•Simpson 54 Russellville 45
Glasgow 70 Monroe Co 58
Greenwood 58 Barren Co 37
John Hardin 54. Elizabethtown 50
LaRue Co 63. Meade Co 51
Lincoln Co 71 Monticello 34
Lou Central 84. Lou St Francis 48
Lou Holy Cross 73 Lou Valley 72
Lou .Jeffersontown 72 Nelson Co 40
Christian
Lou
Seneca 62
Lou
Academy 54
Lou Shawnee 93 Lou Portland
Christian 19
Lou Southern 60 Lou Fairdale 59
Lou St Xavier 67 Lou Atherton 66 OT
Lou Waggener 70. Lou Trinity 66
Model 58, Estill Co 45
Boyd Co 51
Rose Hill Christian
Taylor Co 77. Caverna 65
8Th District
Chnshan Co 96. Fort Campbell 62
POSTPONEMENTS AND
CANCELLATIONS
Southwestern vs Lynn Camp ppd
Danville vs Garrard Co ppd
Red Bird vs Harlan ppd

ou Eastern as Lou Moore ppd
Ohio Co as Apollo ppd
Butler Co vs Frederick Frage. ppd
Daviess Co vs Muhlenberg South. ppd
Muhlenberg North is Owensboro. ppd,•
Webster Co vs Owensboro Catholic,"
PPd
McCreary Central vs Rockcastle Co
PPd
Girls Basketball
Barren Co 53 Greenwood 38
Central Hardin 8.3. Fort Knox 17
Christian Co 71 Hopkinsville 60
Franklin-Simpson 73 Russellville 37
Lou Assumption 62 Lou Atherton 30
Lou Christian Academy 52 Lou
Seneca 25
Lou Fairdale 58. Lou Southern 46
Lou Holy Cross 74. Lou Valley 25
Lou Iroquois 62. Bullitt East 52
Lou Ky Country Day 37. Whiteheld
Academy 4
Lou Pleasure Ridge Park 62. Beth
Haven 24
Lou Shawnee 56. Lou Portland
Christian 34
Metcalfe Co 50 Logan Co 39
Nelson Co 62 Lou Jeffersontown 28
North Hardin 83 Lou Ballard 55
Warren East 64 Cumberland Co. 62
Wayne Co 57, Knox Central 31
15th District
Monroe Co 48. Glasgow 38
POSTPONEMENTS AND
CANCELLATIONS
Garrard Co port
DanGlie
Harlan as Leslie Co . ppd
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kid'•because you get open
Walz
said.
shots,"
"Everybody's so worried
about her and they should
be.
McCoughtry
had two
assists and three steals and
the rest of the Cardinals were
23-of-47 from the field.
Chandrea Jones led the
Orange (14-8, 3-6) with 18
pOintS and 10 rebounds, and
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Nicole Michael had 14 points
and six rebounds.
Syracuse kept the game
close early as there were II
ties and lead changes in the
first 14 minutes.
"I thought we did a very
good job after about the first
8 or 9 minutes," Walz said.
The Cardinals took the
lead for good on a 3-pointer
by Becky Burke with 6:14 to
play in the first half. It started a 20-6 run and the
Cardinals led 44-28 at halftime.
Taking better care of the

basketball was a key as
Louisville extended and
maintained its lead the rest of
the way. Nearly half of the
Cardinals' 20 turnovers came
in the first 7 minutes of the
game.
"If we take care of the
ball, we can score." Walz
said.
The Orange fought back
early in the second half but
could only get as close as 4535 after a layup and free
throw by Jones.
The Cardinals had their
largest lead of the game at

78-56 after a layup by Keshia
Hines, with 1:52 to play. She
scored 14 points.
Walz announced after the
game that guard Brandie
Radde was turning her attention to getting into medical
school and would no longer
be with the team. Radde had
started six games and was
averaging 19 minutes and 3.8
points per game.
"The kid's got some high
goals and expectations for
herself and I know she'll go
on and do very well," Walz
said.

levels of PSA,a protein found in
the prostate that Strup said can
signal the possibility of cancer
but also often produces false
positives. Only a more invasive
biopsy can be sure.
"I knew I'd been sick, and
they thought they'd cured that
part," Mumme said. "I was
ready to move on. I didn't really
want to hear about my PSA level
or blood test. Pure stupidity.
Deep down inside, you kind of
know this isn't normal, but
you're kind of hoping that's
what it is
Strup said the procedure

Mumme will undergo involves a
robotic machine that makes its
incisions so intricately that it is
considered only minimally invasive, and many patients are able
to leave the hospital the next
day.
"It allows you to perform
your craft with precision and
excellence," Strup said.
It will be the Mumme family's second experience with cancer treatment at Markey.
Mumme's wife, June. was diagnosed with breast cancer in
1996. She has since written a
book about her experience and
served as a national ambassador
for breast cancer issues, a fact
that Mumme says most embarrassed him that he waited to get
tested.
"Anybody
that's
been
through that, it gets your attention," he said. "I probably
should have done something
faster. but I didn't. Certainly
there was a tremendous amount
of political pressure in my home
for me to do something."

•Mumme
From Page 1C
"My first inclination was to
tell no one," Mumme said.
"After thinking about it. that
probably wasn't an option. Then
I decided I should tell everyone.
I'm going to be an advocate for
men not doing what I did and
ignore the situation for six
months."
Exhausted by what he
believed was a virus brought on
by working long hours in the
heat, Mumme took two blood
tests during the 2(X)8 season.
Both showed he had heightened
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Murray quarterback Jordan Garland surveys the line in thfi
Tigers' game against Fulton City earlier this season. Garland
plans to sign with Harding University in a ceremony at MHSt
on Thursday.

•Preps
From Page 1C
Harding

and

Southwest

Baptist finished second and fifth
in the nation respectively in
passing offense in Division II
during the 2008 season. Harding
quarterback David Knighton, a
senior, threw for an average of
383.4 yards per game during the
season.
"Southwest Baptist has been
calling me numerous times each
week." Brockman said. "It's a
little farther away, but it's a big
Christian school, which is definitely a positive. Harding is a
Christian school also. but I
haven't visited there and I don't
think I will, but I know the
offer's on the table."
Lambuth ranked 12th in the
nation in pass offense in NAIA
and played Murray State to a 1714 game at halftime at Roy
Stewart Stadium in August.
"Lambuth is an hour-and-ahalf from here, so it's pretty
close to home and that's a big
positive." Brockman said. "They.
throw it a ton and the coaches
were really nice to me. They're
great people down there."
Brockman was the sixth-leading passer in the state through
the regular season and finished
the year with 3,417 yards and 41
touchdowns through the air. He
ended the season with a 56 percent completion rate while
becoming Calloway's all-time
leading passer and breaking the
single-season passing record.

GARLAND SET TO SIGN
Murray quarterback Jordan
Garland plans to sign a Letter of
Intent to play football at Harding
on Thursday.
Garland visited the Searcy.
Ark., campus over the weekend
and received an offer front the
Bison, who play in Division ll's
Gulf South Conference. The
Garland
family
informed
Harding of their acceptance
Tuesday night.
Garland was a three-year
starter at quarterback and also a
three-year starter on the Murray

baseball team.
The official signing will tak
place at 2 p.m. Thursday in the
MHS
BUCK ALSO FACES DECISION
Murray defensive lineman,
Zach Buck is in the same boat tia
Box:kman - the 6-foot-4, 225-;
pound tight end/lineman combir
has received several offers but is'
still checking out all of his
options.
Buck, who also has a 4.0
grade point average and high
AcT scores, has been offereD,
packages that would amount M
full scholarships at one Division
III school - Hanover college
in Hanover. Ind. - and two
NAIA schools - University d.
the
Cumberland%
Is
Williamsburg and Pikeville,
College.
He is also receiving contact
from
anl
Lambuth
Cainpbellsville University.
"They're all small, so I think
I'd be able to play instead (If
having to wait." he said.
"They're all really good academ;
ically, so that's important."
Buck is also waiting to heat
of an academic scholarship he
applied for at Union University
in Jackson. Tenn.
"If I don't play football, I'd
like to go to Union." he said. 1
like it there. so I'm just going ill
wait and sec what kind of scholarships I get."
PLAYING THE
WAITING GAME
.;
Some local high school foot!
ball standouts are still waititig
and hoping for offers to play
college.
Calloway County
widè
receivers Chris Dobbins and
George Gamer continue to maintain contact with Lambuth
well
as
Campbellsviiiii.
University.
Murray running back and
linebacker Jamie King has visit=
ed Mount Saint Joseph College
in Cincinnati and is reportedly.
drawing interest from tie
University of Findlay in Ohio.:::
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Volunteer
UMC team
to c!ean up
trees, limbs

.PC
/r, ppc
PG'd
atholic

Staff Report
Fhc Area Three disaster
ret.o%er team of the United
Methodist Church will begin
offenng tree and limb cleanup
services Wednesday. The service is available to anyone, especially those physically or financially unable to take care of the
debris. Volunteers will cut up
the trees and limbs with chainsaws and bring them to the curb.
Work crews will begin servic-

ing north Henry County. Tenn.
and south Calloway County and
then spread north and west into
Kentucky. According to Joe
Geary. District Supenndendent
of the Paris District of the
United Methodist Church. the
service will continue as long as
necessary to clean up debris.
Workers will offer services
Monday through Saturday during the week.
The initial base station will be

located
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Hazel

al

United

Methodist Church. but is subject
to change once the coverage
expands. Homeowners
wishing to receive service may
call toll-tree i8641) 966-7161 to
schedule a time for volunteers to

area

f 37
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25
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'ortland

ing homes and storm shelters."
Lewandowski added. "We
will work with each customer
affected by the storms to reach a
solution that addresses their specific situation and the impact the
storm may have had on their
services from AT&T. We want
to hear from any customers
affected by the storm and urge
these customers to call our serv-

assure they are satisfied with
their AT&T service. Customers

FEMA gets decent marks for its ice storm response

the base station. Food will be
provided for the work crews.

may call the following: AT&T
Mobility Service at 1-800-3310500:

AT&T

Residential

Service at 1-888-757-65(10; and
AT&T Business Service at 1866-620-6(XX).
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Variety key to Hospice fund-raising
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lel to the Ledger
very Thursday morning, a dedicated
team of volunteers gets together at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
to plan fund-raising activities to support
construction of a Residential Hospice
House in Calloway County. With a goal of
0 million and an array of creative ideas.
the committee has developed a calendar of
special events starting with a Songwriters
Night from 6 to 8 pm, February 7, at Dee's
glace. 2667 Route 94 East. according to
'?Illison Sloan. MCCH marketing specialist.
':Other plans include a jewelry sale on
February 13. a 5K Fun Run on Valentine's
Pay, and a fashion show on April 21. Still
on the drawing board are plans for a community forum an Thursday. February 26.
and performances of"The Way Home." an
ensemble theatre piece by Murray writer
Constance Alexander, on March 28 and 29.
Sloan added.
The February 7 Songwriters Night was

Certi ied
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the brainchild of Janet Miller. workshop
coordinator of National Songwriters
Association International (NSA!). -This is
a great way to showcase talent from this
region," Miller said. "What we will be
doing on February 7 at Dee's Place is similar to what happens at the legendary
Bluebird Cafe in Nashville."
According to Miller. get together% like
Songwriters Night are an opportunity for
songwriters to try out their new work and
get critiques from the audience."We invite
the community, turn the lights down and
have a nice atmosphere for the songwriters,- she explained.
Sometimes the audience is lucky enough
to see emerging talent of new performers
who are destined to make it to the big time
in the world of Country Music.
There is no admission fee to Songwriters
Night. and Dee's Place is offering a special
menu for the occasion. Donations for the
construction of a Residential Hospice

Lawmakers to return to business; budget looms

ice center oi v isit any of our
AT&T retail store locations to

come work. Anyone wishing to
volunteer is welcome to stop by

AT&T reports most operations back to near-normal levels
storm."
AT&T has also deployed
some 450 generators to wire
lines and wireless networks. "A
majority of services are functioning at pre-storm levels. We
also have 35 AT&T store locations providing free phone calls
to customers.
She said generators have also
been provided to churches. nurs-

News in Brief
FRANKFORT. Ky.(API — Kentucky lawmakers are scheduled
to return to the Capitol to resume the 2009 General Assembly's
work.
Legislators were at the Capitol bnefly in January for an organizational meeting in which Rep. Greg Stumbo. a Prestonsburg
Democrat, ousted Rep. Jody Richards. a Democrat from Bowling •
Green. for the House speaker post.
Chief among the legislatures to-do list is how to handle the
state's projected revenue shortfall that approaches nearly $460 niillion in the fiscal year ending June 30. Legislative leaders have
been meeting about the budget and Gov. Steve Beshear is hoping
for a quick resolution.

Co

Cathy
Lewandowski. an
AT&T market manager for
Tennessee/Kentucky.
said
Tuesday, the company is currently performing at near normal levels in spite of the recent
storm damage. "More than 750
AT&T employees and contracts
have been deployed throughout
the region to help with restoring
services interrupted by the

Kenhickif

House will be encouraged as pan of the
night's activities.
Seating at Dee's Place is limited, so
RSVPs are requested. Contact Janet Miller
at 270-293-7252. or email her at
jmiller55_10Photmail.com.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's
Hospice House will be a 12-bed, residential
facility. Designed to provide patients with
limited life expectancy. and their families,
a nurturing, homelike setting. a hospice
house is a place where life's journey can
end peacefully and in dignity, surrounded
by family and fnenvls.
The Murray Residential Hospice House
will be the only one in the region. serving
western Kentucky and neighboring sections
of Tennessee and southern Illinois.
For more information. contact Jimmie
Joyce. Hospice Coordinator. at 270-7622141.

EuDyviiLLE. Ky..(AP) — In ihe tirst real test ot the ()Kama
administration's ability to respond to a disaster. Kentucky officials
are giving the federal government good marks for its response to a
deadly ice storm.
Yet more than 300,000 residents remained without power
Monday and some areas had yet to see aid workers nearly a week
after the storm, a fact not lost on some local authorities.
"We haven't seen FEMA. They haven't been here." said Jaime
Green. a spokeswoman for the emergency operations center in
Lyon County. about 95 miles northwest of Nashville, Tenn.
Federal authorities insisted they responded as soon as the state asked for help and promised to keep providing whatever aid was
necessary.
FEMA has been under the microscope since the Bush administration's botched response to Hurricane Katrina in 2005, which
Barack Obama and other Democrats made a favorite topic on the
presidential campaign trail. FEMA was reorganized and strength-.
ened after that, and it has avoided the onslaught of negative feedback Katrina generated.

MSHA sues Darby for unpaid penalties from disaster
HARLAN, Ky.(AP) — The federal government has sued an
eastern Kentucky mine operator for nonpayment of civil penalties •
assessed after a 2006 explosion that killed five miners.
The U.S. Labor Department's Mine Safety and Health
Administration announced the lawsuit Monday. It is seeking
$505,012 from Kentucky Darby LLC. which includes unpaid civil
penalties as well as interest and administrative fees.
Assistant Labor Secretary Michael A. Davis said in a statement
that Darby had yet to pay for several violations, despite an agreement to do so. The company has 20 days after the summons is
served to respond.
Two miners died immediately during the May 20. 2006. blast at
Darby Mine 21 in Harlan County. Three others died from carbon
monoxide poisoning while trying to escape.
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• OM Certified Used Vehicles five-year/100,000-mile powertrain limited warranty.point vehicle inspection • Courtesy transportation
• A stringent 115
• 24-hour roadside assistance plan to the earlier of 100,000 miles or five years GM Certified Used Vehicles• Also provide a 12-month/12,000 mile bumper-to-bumper comprehensive limited warranty."
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20,000 Miles, Power
Sliding Doors, DVD.
Stk. #P7048

38,000 Miles, Remote
Start, Chrome Wheels.
Stk. #P7070

25,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, Moonroof.
Stk #GC9153A

•

S21 975

$14,975

$16,985.

GM Certified
USED VEHICLES

GM Certified
USED VEHICLES

GM Certified
USED VEHICLE'S
2008 Chevrolet Malibu LT-

2008 Chevrolet HHR LT
27,000 Miles,
Chrome Package.
Stk. #P7054

t

$131,887*

Automatic.
Heated
Leather,
Glass Targa
Top. GM
Certified
Vehicle. Stk.
#GT9145A

Certified
USED VEHICLES

2008 Chevrolet HHR LT
24,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, Moonroof,
Remote Start, Chrome
Package. Stk. #P7052

ssa„soof

96,475*

Certified

GM Certified
USED VEHICLES

USED VEHICLES

2008 Chevrolet Aveo IS

28,000 Miles, V-6,
Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7050

931895'
GM Certitied
USED VEHICLES
2008 Chevrolet Cobalt LT
30,000 Miles, Alloy
Wheels, Spoiler.
Stk. #P7055

12,987. I
GM Certified
USED VEHICLES

2006 Chevrolet HHR LT 2007 Chevrolet Silverado LTZ

26,000 Miles, Alloy
Wheels, Spoiler.
Stk. #P7049

3,800 Miles,
Chrome Package.
Stk. #CC8223A

33,000 Miles, Crew Cab
4x4, Heated Leather.
Stk. #GT9157A

91,985*

SI2,785*

$27,884*

GM Certified
USED VEHICLES

Fill Certified

GM

USED VEHICLES g

USED VEHICLES
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Center for Health & Wellness plans Alexander offers
many educational events for February medical services

The Center for Health &
Wellness will be offering educational events during the month
of February to members and
MCCH employees, as well as
the general community.
The
Miracle
Moments
Maternity Center will be offering Prepared Childbirth Classes
at the Center for Health &
Wellness on Monday nights,
Feb. 2, 9 and 16 from 6:30 to
8:30 p.m. Miracle Moments will
also be offering a Grandparent's
Class on Monday, Feb. 23. For
more information, to arrange for
a personalized tour of the
Miracle Moments Maternity
Unit, or to pre-register for any
classes, you may call Elizabeth
Khatlem at 762-1940. Pre-registration is required for all of the
classes.
Join us and learn how to Make

Your
Heart
Happy
on
Wednesday, Feb. 11 from 12 to
12:30 p.m. at the Center for
Health and Wellness Classroom.
Join Katie Remington. Murray
State University Dietetic Intern,
for a discussion on heart healthy
choices. Learn about the types
of fats in your diet in addition to
how to modify your diet to
lower cholesterol and triglycerides. For more Information,
call the Center for Health &
Wellness at 762-1348.
There will be an AARP
Driver's Safety Course offered
at the Center for Health and
Wellness in the classroom on
Thursday, Feb. 12 from 8 a.m. to
noon. The cost is $10 or $2 for
PrimeLife members. To sign up.
call 762-1348 or drop by the
Front Desk at the Wellness
Center.

The
LAP-BAND®
Educational Seminar will be
held on Thursday. Feb. 12 from
6 to 7 p.m. in Private Dining
Room on the first floor of the
hospital. If you're at least 18
years old and are overweight
with a Body Mass Index greater
than 35, the LAP-BAND®
System may be right for you.
Join Dr. Brian Swain in an
opportunity to find out more
about the procedure anti its benefits. RSVP at 762-1547.
The American Cancer Society
will offer "Look Good ... Feel
Better" at the Center for Health
& Wellness Conference Room
on Monday, Feb. 16 from 5:30
to 8 p.m. The class is a free.
non-medical, brand-neutral public service program to help
women offset appearance-related changes from cancer treat-

ments. For more information,
call Angie Hutchings at 270435-4455 or 270-435-4614.
The Center for Health &
Wellness will be offering free
monthly screenings for osteoporosis, vision and glaucoma
and blood pressure on Tuesday,
Feb. 17 from 12 to 7 p.m. For an
appointment, or more information, call the Center for Health
& Wellness at 762-1348.
Diabetes Self-Management
Classes will be held Tuesday
and Wednesday, Feb. 24 and 25
in
the
Wellness Center
Classroom from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. For more information, or to
sign up for the classes, please
the Center for Diabetes at 7621806 or 1-800-822-1840. ext.
1806.
Pre-registration
is
required.

Hospital hosts support groups
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital will be offering several
support group meetings during
the month of February, which
will be offered to everyone in
our community.
• The Alzheimer's Disease
Support Group will meet
Tuesdays. Feb. 10 and 24 at 4:30
p.m. in the MCCH Board Room.
Free sitter service during the
meeting.
Contact
Cindy
Ragsdale for more information
at (270) 762-1278.
• The Breast Cancer Support
Group will meet lliesday, Feb.
24 from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at the
Center for Health and Wellness
Classroom. For more information, contact Evelyn Wallis at
489-2462.
• The Breast Feeding Support
Group, Mother to Mother, will
meet Saturdays. Feb. 7, 14, 21
and 28 at 10:45 a.m. at St. Johns
Episcopal Church. Contact

Heather Duffy at (270) 4365657.
• The Compassionate Friends
Support Group will meet
Thursdays, Feb. 12 and 19 at
7:30 p.m. in the MCCH Private
Dining Room. Contact MCCH
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at
(270) 762-1274 or Hilda
Bennett at(731)498-8324.
• The Death of a Parent
Support Group will be meeting
Mondays, Feb. 9. 16 and 23 at
7:00 p.m. For more information
contact Stephanie Cunningham
at (270) 210-4173.
The new Hospice Caregivers
Support Group will meet
Monday. Feb. 9 and 23 from
12:30 to 2:30 p.m. in the Center
for Health and Wellness
Conference Room. For more
information, contact
Pati
Williams at 762-2135 or (270)
978-1254.
• The LAP-BAND® Support

Group will meet Tuesday. Feb.
10 from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. at the
Center for Health and Wellness
Classroom. For more information, contact Amanda Dunn,
Bariatric Solutions. at 762-1547.
• The Parkinson's Support
Group
will
be
meeting
Tuesdays. Feb. 10 and 24 at 12
p.m. at the George Weak.
Community Center. Come at
11:30 a.m. if you plan to eat
with the Senior Citizens.
Contact Dixie Hopkins at 7536001 for more information.
• The Smoker's Support
Group will be held Monday.
Feb. 23 from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m.
in the Center for Health and
Wellness Classroom. The group
facilitator will be Cathy Clark.
For more information, contact
Melissa Ross at 762-1832.
• The Stroke/Head Injury
Support Group will meet
Thursday. Feb. 19 from 5:30 to

STOP BACK & NECK
PAIN TODAY!
SPINAL DECOMPRESSION THERAPY*
Safe Painless Procedure for
• Disc Bulge
• Sciatica
• Disc Herniation
• Neck Pain
• Headache
• Arm Pain

• NO DRUG
NO INJECTIONS
• NO SURGERY
Dr. V. Wade Etherton
Dr. B. Dobry Etherton

Etherton
Chiropractic

6:30 p.m. in the Center for
Health & Wellness Conference
Room. For more information,
contact Cheryl Crouch at 7621557.

Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital is pleased to announce
that Dana Alexander, ARNP, is
now available at Murray
Medical Associates in Murray,
as well as. Albertson Family
Medical in Benton.
With over 20 years nursing
experience, Alexander is committed to providing you with the
care you need. She graduated
from
the
University of
Tennessee
Critical
Care
Program in 1996. In 2003. she
graduated from the Murray
State University Master of
Science Nursing Program. and
is Board Certified as a Family
Nurse Practitioner with a varied
nursing background in the following areas: ER, critical care,
pediatrics, medical-surgical,
endoscopy and gastroenterology. She and her husband. Stuart,
are longtime residents of
Murray.
Alexander will be available in
the Murray Medical Associates
practice located in the Medical
Arts Building at 300 South 8th
Street, Suite 480 West on

Dana Alexander
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays from 8:30 a.m. until
4 p.m. She is also available at
Albertson Family Medical in
Benton on Fridays from 8 a.m.
until 5 p.m.. and Saturdays from
8 a.m. until noon. She is now
accepting new patients. For
more information, or to schedule an appointment. call 7530704.

Health Express announces stops
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Health Express will be
offering lipid profiles and blood
pressure checks during its stops
in February.
The screenings are free to the
communities visiting by Health
Express and are offered to
detect disease in its earliest
stages when there are often no
symptoms of disease. Under
most circumstances, cholesterol
and triglyceride levels should be
checked every five years. A cholesterol and triglyceride screening is free to every Health
Express patron once every five
years. More frequent testing
requires a doctor's written prescription and costs $15. Annual
screenings are recommended
for diabetes patients. The cholesterol (HDULDL) and
triglyceride screening requires a
food fast (water only) for 12 to
14 hours before.
During the month of February,
the Health Express will be making the stops at the following
locations:
• Wednesday. Feb. 4. 6:30 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m.
at Olympic Plaza in Murray.
• Thursday, Feb. 5,7 to 11:30
a.m. at the Wal-Mart in Benton.
• Monday. Feb. 9, 6:30 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m.
at Food Giant in Murray.
• Wednesday. Feb. II, 7:30 to
11:30 a.m. at Friendship Baptist
Church in Puryear, Tenn.
• Thursday. Feb. 12. 6:30 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m.
at the Wal-Mart in Murray.
• Monday. Feb. 16. 8 to 11:30
a.m. at the George Weak's
Community Center in Murray.
• Monday, Feb. 23. 6:30 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m.
at the Wal-Mart in Paris. Tenn.
• Tuesday. Feb. 24. 6:30 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m.
at the First United Methodist
Church in Murray.
• Wednesday, Feb. 25, 7:30 to
11:30 a.m. at Mayfield-Graves
Senior Citizen Center in
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Mayfield.
• Thursday. Feb. 26, 7:00 to
11:30 a.m. at Cadiz Baptist
Church on Main Street in Cadiz.
Additionally. MCCH Health
Express will have the following
stops offering free screenings:
• Friday, Feb. 6, 11 a.m. to 1
p.m. - Go Red for Women with
MCCH and Vintage Rose. Free
blood pressure, blood sugar,
body mass index, waist circumference, health risk assessments
and more - all available at
Vintage
Rose
Emporium.
Cardiologist Dr. Tyrone Daniels
will be on-hand to answer all
your cardiovascular questions.
For more information, call the
marketing department at 7621381 or 762-1382.
• Tuesday. Feb. 17, 12 to 7
p.m. - Free vision/glaucoma.
osteoporosis and blood pressure
screenings at the Center for
Health & Wellness in Murray.
KY.
• Friday, Feb. 13. 11 a.m. to 1
p.m. - Go Red for Women with
MCCH and Vintage Rose. Free
blood pressure, blood sugar,
body mass index, waist circumference, health risk assessments
and more - all available at
Vintage Rose Emporium. For

more information, call the marketing department at 762-1381
or 762-1382.
• Friday, Feb. 20. 11 a.m. to I
p.m. - Go Red for Women with
MCCH and Vintage Rose. Free
blood pressure, blood sugar,
body mass index, waist circumference, health nsk assessments
and more - all available at
Vintage Rose Emporium. For
more information, call the marketing department at 762-1381
or 762-1382.
• Friday, Feb. 27, 11 a.m. to 1
p.m.- Go Red for Women with
MCCH and Vintage Rose. Free
blood pressure, blood sugar,
body mass index, waist circumference, health risk assessments
and more - all available at
Vintage Rose Emporium. For
more information, call the marketing department at 762-1381
or 762-1382.
Also available at these screenings is an Occult Blood
Screenings Kit. The cost is $4
and this screening detects blood
in the stool, which can be an
early indicator of colon cancer.
For more information on the
February Health Express schedule or about the screenings
offered, call 762-1348.

MCCH Board of Trustees
applications still available
Murray-Calioway County Hospital is now accepting resumes
for individuals interested in becoming a member of MCCH's
Board
of Trustees. The Board Nominating Committee will review
all
applications and make recommendations to fill the open positions.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Board of Trustees
consist
of 11 members.The new members will become active April
1, 2009
and will serve a four year term.
Interested applicants can bring their resume to MurrayCalloway County Hospital's Administration. or for more information call 762-1102. The deadline has been extended to Friday.
Feb.
6 at 4:30 p.m. All applications can be submitted to any
current
Board Member, or dropped off to Hazel Morton in Administr
ation.
Applications can also be e-mailed to hmorton@murrayhospitalsorg.

Four Rivers Behavioral
Health names officers
PADUCAH, Ky. - Four Rivers Behavioral Health recently
named Terry Hudspeth the new President/Chief Executive
Officer.
Hudspeth has been employed with the agency for 15 years.
He was
promoted from Senior Vice President/Chief Operations
Officer to .
President/CEO.
Joseph Stambaugh was named the new Senior
Vice
President/Chief Operations Officer. He is a tenured employee
with
the agency. employed by Four Rivers for 18 years. He
was formerly Vice President of Clinical Services.
Patricia Hughes was appointed to Vice President of
Clinical
Services. Employed with Four Rivers for 13 years, she
left her
position as Site Administrator at the company's Mayfield
office to
assume this corporate position.
Judith Ervin serves as the Site Administrator for the
Office in Murray. She has been employed with the agency Lakes
for eight
years.

